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Reagan Going
Before Nation
With Tax Plan

ifer

TIK1-MAST DAY — Luann Loberger (above) of
Medical Explorer Post 803 shows children what nurses wear in the hospital and (above left) shows Simon
Crawford, age 6, how to wear a hospital apron.(Left)
Bruce Amburgey (with hat) and David Landis experiment with the siren in a Murray-Calloway County
Rescue Squad vehicle. An Army helicopter that was
scheduled to make an appearance was grounded
and could not appear at TIKI-MAST Day because of
bad weather. But the puppet show put on by the
post provided the kids with plenty of entertainment.
The event was held Saturday in an effort to raise funds to support the air-ambulance service
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Hearing-On Tax
Rate For Murray
Schools Scheduled
A public hearing for consideration
of the tax rate for the 1981-82 school
year will be held during the regular
meeting of the Murray Independent
Board of Education Tuesday, July 28.
The meeting will be at 7:30 p.m. at
the board office building.
The tax rate of 56.1 percent will produce a 4 percent increase in total tax
revenue, the maximum allowed by
House Bill 44 without subjecting the
rate to a recall petition.
Other items on the agenda include
consideration of food bids presented
by food service director Glinda Jeffrey and personnel recommendations.

01110

$1000 DONATION — Blue Grass CB Club President Hawley Bucey presents a $1,000 check to Mike Garland
Explorer Post 803-TIKI-MAST coordinator during festivities Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium. Others shown
are (left to right): Roy Henry, J.I. Patton, John Lowry, Billy Green and Kyle Evans, 2nd vice president of the explorer post.

Alumni Grant RecipientsTo Be Honored
Recipients of 96 scholarships
awarded by the Alumni Association of
Murray State University for 1981-82
will be honored at a "Winners Circle"
recognition reception on the campus
Sunday, Aug. 23.
Students awarded Century Club and
memorial and honorary scholarships
supported by the Alumni Association,
along with their parents, will be the
guests of honor for the get-together to
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KWW Finalizing
Plans For Study
Tour In November

•

•
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begin at 2:30 p.m. in the ballroom of
the University Center.
A total of $60,750 in scholarship
awards will be presented to students
by the alumni organization for the
new school year —41 through the Century Club for $20,500 and 56 memorial
and honorary scholarships for $40,250.
Serving as master of ceremonies for
the reception program will be Dr. Ray
Mofield, professor of journalism and
radio-television. Dr. Ben Humphreys
of Murray, President of the Alumni
Association, will welcome guests and
make introductions.
Dr. Constantine W.Curris, university president, will speak to the gathering. Also on the program are James
E. "Buck" Hurley of Benton,
president-elect of the Alumni
Associaion, who will give the invoca-

tion, and Barkley Jones of Fultot4- - Other committee members are Bill
chairman of the Century Club fund- Cunningham, Dr. Marshall Gordon,
raising effort, who will deliver the Jeff Green, Robert Hendon, Humbenediction.
phreys, Pat Humphreys, George
Among others invited to attend the Long, Mavis McCamish, Mark Mcrecognition reception are President Clure, John McDonald, Dr. Robert
Emeritus Harry M. Sparks,members McGaughey, Mofield, Bill Morgan,
of the board of regents, Century Club Dr. Tom Posey, Johnny Reagan, Dr.
county chairmen and members, Mur- Rubie Smith, Rex Thompson and
ray State vice-presidents and deans, Marcia West.
Alumni Council officers, Alumni
Working with the committee have
Scholarship Committee members, been Donna R. Herndon, director of
area superintendents, principals and alumni affairs, and members of the
counelors, sponsors of scholarships, staff in her office.
donors, faculty and staff, and guests
The fall "Winners Circle" scholarof scholarship recipients.
ship reception was begun in 1980. In
A 20-member Scholarship Recep- prior years, Alumni Association
tion Committee, with Hurley and scholarship recipients had been
Dwain McIntosh of Murray as co- recognized as part of the program at
chairmen, has planned details of the the annual aitimni banquet in the sprreception.

Plans are nearly completed for the
Kentucky's Western Waterland Fifth
Annual Tourism Study Tour.
This year's bus tour, scheduled for
November 2-6, will include Vicksburg
and Biloxi, Miss. and New Orleans,
p
Goes
Cpmmunity
Up Ond
La. Key business and community
leaders from all parts of Kentucky
will meet with industry leaders at
Cole Porter's hilarious musical munity Theatre has assembled more
each of these destinations to discuss
Ling, Tim Hawkins as the Captain,
their successes and to gain new in- "Anything Goes" will open this than 70 people to produce "Anything
Dorothy
Norris as Mrs. Harcourt,
sights which can apply to Kentucky Thursday night at the old freight Goes." Nine scene changes and 15 John
Pasco,
Jr. as the Bishop, Bill
depot
in
the
Murray-Calloway County musical numbers combine in an eventourism.
Philips as Whitney,Tim Reding as the
"In every case," says Nita Ewing, Park.
ing of fun and excitement.
Purser, James I. Schempp as Sir
Set on a luxury liner plying between
KWW executive secretary, "previous
The show features Louise Weather- Evelyn, Nancy Schempp, as Bonnie,
tours have resulted in specific ideas New York and London, the play ly as Reno Sweeney, Pete Lancaster
and Bob Valentine as Ching.
and programs which have been used, features a cast of colorful characters, as Moonface Martin, Jay Overton as
Reno's Angels are Kellie Overbey
exciting
tap
dance
routines, and plen- Bill Crocker, and Terri Liles as Hope
either by KWW or by tourism
as
Virtue, Kate Shepard as Chastity,
businesses. For example, the theme ty of Porter's dashing scores and im- Harcourt.
Carol Spann as Purity, and Tiffany
pish
lyrics.
•
community concepts begun by Grand
Among the screwball characters Taylor as Charity.
The Murray-Calloway County Corn..„Spud the ship are Ross Bolen as
Rivers and Aurora resulted from a
The company of singers, dancers
visit to Helen. Ga. the extremely
and sailors include Mark Austin, Bill
popular area map produced by KWW
Bossing, Lewis Bossing, Matt Burke,
came from the Wisconsin tour, and
Mike Childress, Jo Ferrell, Leslie
our new Tourism Reference Manual
The widow and aciministratrix of
Warren,68, of Route 2, Murray, has Franklin, Amanda Hammack, Mark
evolved from last year's trip to North the estate of a 24-year-old Graves been charged with murder and is Hussung,
B.J. McMichael, Ben
Carolin and Virginia. The objectve of County man whose body was found lodged in the Calloway County Jail. Moore,
Sue Nall, Whitney Taylor and
this tour is to explore new ideas in July 16 on a road in northwest An autopsy showed *SUllivan's death Barry
Wyatt.
tourism development."
. Calloway County has filed a civil suit was the result of a gunshot wound to
"Anything Goes" will play on July
The tour is being organized by against the Calloway man charged the lung.
30,31 and Aug. 1, and will continue on
University of Kentucky Recreation . with his murder.
Individually, Mrs. Sullivan asks for Aug.6,7,and 8. The show will begin at
•,
Specialists Allan Worms and Glervi
$125,000 in compensatory damages, 8 p.m. and tickets are $1.50 for
Kreag, and co-sponsored by the
As administratrix of the estate. of $50,000 in punitive damages and a children 12 and under awl aseeior
-University and Kentucky's Western James Terry Sullivan, Rhonda Kay trial by jury because of the loss of citizens, $2
for students through colWaterland. Persons interested in par- Sullivan asks for $250,000 as compen- "society, companionship and services lege and
$3 for adults. For informaticipating should contact K.W.W., satory damages, $125,000 as punitive of her deceased husband.”
tion and reservations, call the ComRoute 1, Grand Rivers, KY. COO, or damages and a trial by jury against
Claims made in a lawsuit present munity Theatre's Ticketline at 759212-4282,for further ihformation.
Connie Warren.
(illy one side of the case.
1752.
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Victim's Widow Files Civil Suit

WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan,opening the final round of the
battle over his tax-cut program, goes
before a national audience tonight to
plug his plan and scorn a rival
Democratic proposal
After a weekend of speechwriting
and lobbying at -the presidential
retreat at Camp David, Md., Reagan
planned to address the nation, from
the Oval Office.
The president will stress that his
version of a tax-cut bill is an essential
ingredient of the administration's
economic recovery blueprint, according to White House chief of staff
James A. Baker HI.
Treasury Secretary Donald T.
Regan said the president will "talk
about his tax proposal and what it
means to the country and why it's
desirable that it be his tax proposal
rather than the other (Democrats')
tax proposal" that wins congressional
approval.
CBS, NBC and ABC television networks said they would carry the address live at7p.m.CDT.
Democrats will start taking shots at
Reagan's- speech immediately afterward on ABC, which said it is giving
them free time to respond. NBC said it
will put them on at 10:30 p.m., and
CBS said it is setting aside time Tuesday night for their rebuttal.
The House is scheduled to choose
Wednesday between Reagan's proposal for a 25 percent tax cut spread
over three years or a Democratic
alternate providing a 15 percent
reduction over two years.

With the end of the battle in sight,
both sides were lobbying heavily for
votes.
Reagan sent a helicopter back to
Washington to ferry 14 Democratic
congressmen to Camp David for a
Sunday barbeque. The guest list actually numbered 15 since one congresswoman — Rep. Beverly Byron of
Maryland — drove instead of flying.
The menu featured hot dogs and
hamburgers and a relish of soft-sell
from the president and his treasury
secretary. After making his pitch, the
president answered questions frorti
his guests.
think everytime you meet and
eat you try to persuade, but I think it
was low key and on a high level," said
Rep. Richard Shelby, D-Ala., who
declared he would support Reagan.
Rep. Kent Hance, D-Texas, a supporter of the president's program,
said Reagan did not ask anyone to
commit himself but merely to give his
version careful consideration.
Rep. Glenn English, D-Okla., said
he remained uncommitted and that
Reagan did not tell him anything he
had not heard before.
As to the outcome of Wednesday's
vote, Regan told reporters: "We're
not counting on anything. We're still
working. We think we're going to win,
Yes."
The president returned to the White
House Sunday evening with his speech
still not in final form, Baker said.
Reagan had a light schedule this morning and a clear afternoon to put the
finishing touches on the address.

House Democrats
Facing Challenge
From Own Party
Since Republicans account for only
WASHINGTON (AP) — House
Democratic leaders, already pushed 191 of the 434 House members (there
to the wall by President Reagan in a is one vacancy), a handful of conbattle over competing tax-cut bills, servative Democrats could hold the
now are facing a challenge from margin of victory, just as they did on
liberals in their own party who donl_ Important budget votes earlier this
year.
like either version.
Reagan stepped up his bid to woo
The intraparty squabble, unless those lawmakers last week by agreedefused, could drain enough votes ing to add more than $65 billion to the
from the Democratic tax plan to five-year cost of his tax bill, including
assure a victory for Reagan.
$13 billion in special relief to the oil inReagan plans a nationally broad- dustry. Another provision offered by
cast address from the White House the president — a popular one with
tonight to whip up support for his conservatives — would automatically
plan.
adjust personal taxes each year, starIf all goes as planned,the House and ting in 1985,to offset inflation.
Senate will pass a tax-cut bill WednesThe president hosted 15 House
day, which likely would result in-get- Democrats Sunday at Camp David,
ting the finished product to Reagan Md.,to talk taxes and eat hot dogs and
before Congress begins a month-long hamburgers.
recess Aug.7.
Some of the changes advocated by
That would allow the first phase on Reagan already are in the
the individual tax reduction to begin Democratic bill, which was written by
Oct. 1, resulting in slighly fatter the House Ways and Means Commitpaychecks for American workers tee. The Democratic Study Group,
because of slightly reduced federal in- made up of mainly of liberals, is opcome tax withholding.
posed to many of those ideas and
In addition, both houses hope to wants a chance during the House
complete work this week on 1982 debate to delete them.
budget reductions expected to total
More than 60 liberals have petition$35 billion.
ed for a caucus Tuesday of all House
At the heart of the tax-cut fight is Democrats, and under the rules, a
Reagan's insistence on a three-year, session must be called. Liberals want
25-percent, across-the-board reduc- the caucus to instruct the Rules Comtion in personal talc rates.
mittee to allow debate on striking proHouse Democrats have written a visions that the Study Group opposes.
two-year plan whose benefits would
The liberals are especially offended
be targeted to persons with incomes by provisions in the two bills that
under $50,000 a year. A third-year tax would benefit the oil industry; soften
cut would be provided only if the a crackdown on tax-avoidance
Reagan administration is able to cut devices known as commodity stradinterest rates and inflation as deeply dles; and reduce maximum rates of
as the president forecasts.
taxation on estates.
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TRACY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Tracy,
rksey, are the parents of a
baby boy, Kyle Bryant,
weighing seven pounds,
measuring 21 inches, born on
Sunday, July 12, at 8:54 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Heather, 18 months. The
father is employed at the
Kentucky Department of
Transportation. The mother
is the former Rhonda Black.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Clemmie Black and the late
Harlan Black of Farmington
Route 1 and Mr. and Mrs.
Woodie Tracy of Glasgow.
MCNUTT GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Randall
McNutt of Paris, Tenn., announce the birth of a baby
girl, Miranda Ann, weighing
nine pounds 542 ounces, born
on Thursday, July 16, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The mother is the former
Sheila Davis.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Billy McNutt and Mr.
and Mrs. Billy T. Davis, all
of Paris, Tenn.
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Miss Jaccittlyn Galloway Is
Wed To Terence Asa Whitt

kelt

Delighted with diet
Lawrence E.Lamb.M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — I
ordered your Health Letter,
Weight Losing Diet, six
months ago I weighed 265
pounds I followed your diet
except I substituted a
poached egg and a .strip of
bacon for breakfast
Although you recommended
1,300 calories a day, I
dropped to 700 calories. In
six months I was down to
168 pounds I lost 97 pounds
and went from a waist size

Miss Jacqulyn Galloway,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Gilbert Galloway of Murray,
and Terence Asa Whitt, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Carlton D.
White of Athens, Ala., were
married in a late spring
ceremony.
The wedding vows were
read at 5 p.m. at the home of
Eric Whitt, brother of the
groom,in Athens, Ala.
The candlelight service
was performed by the Rev.
Curtis Coleman in the
presence of close friends and
relatives. The music was by
Dr. Bob Holland, guitarist,
and Mrs. Janet Shinkunas,
soloist.
Miss Galloway was attended by her cousin, Mrs. Ann
Oldham.
Peter P. Shinkunas served
as best man for Mr. Whitt.
Mrs. Eric Whitt hostessed
the wedding and served a
buffet dinner following the
ceremony.
The groom's parents were
hosts for a rehearsal dinner
for the wedding party in
their home.
Following the wedding,the
couple left for a wedding trip
in the Bahamas and Miami,
Fla.

of 44 to 32.
I did feel weak sometimes, particularly when it
was hot. I am a brick mason
and was busy in the heat.
I'm 40 years old and 6 feet
tall. Before my diet my
blood pressure was 155 over
110. Now it is 117 over 70.
My hair has gotten thinner
and I remember you saying
that dieting could cause this
Now that I have my weight

down, what do you recommend for a diet? I don't
want to go back to my previous diet and gain all that
weight back again.
Thank you for the wonderful diet I have had at least
10,000

compliments

and

some people don't even
know me. Also thanks for
intro4ucing me to a daily
walk of one-and-a-half to

two miles. Nothing in my
life has been more relaxing
and enjoyable.
DEAR READER — I am
delighted with your success.
Had I known what you were
doing I would have insisted
that you stick to the diet and
not decrease your calories
so much. A 1,200 to 1,300
calorie diet would have done
the same thing, more slowly,
but with less danger to your
health. And you might not
have lost your hair. It is the
deficiency in calories and in
protein in severe diets that
commonly cause hair loss.
In a diet-weight control
program a daily exercise
program is important. At
your initial weight, walking
a mile a day used more than
100 calories a day. And
walking does help a person
feel better while dieting.
Regarding your future
diet, the plan in The Health
Letter number 4-7, Weight
Losing Diet, is designed so
you can continue it as a balanced diet to maintain your
weight at a desired level.
Just stick to the basic plan
and add additional foods
from the four basic food
groups included in the diet to
the level that you can maintain your weight without
gaining. That could mean
more vegetables, fruit, forti-

"That's the way
YOU want
it.

Study Says Drug

The new Mr. and Mrs.
Whitt will be moving from
Athens to Auburn, Ala.,
where Mr. Whitt has accepted a position with Harmon Engineering.

Not Linked
To Birth Defects

Mr. Whitt received his B.
S. degree in che,mistry from
Athens State College and an
M. S. degree in chemistry with a B. S. in chemistry and
from Murray State College. biology.
Out of town guests includMrs. Whitt graduated from
Athens State College in May ed Mr. and Mrs. John

Pants, Skirts,
Sport or Knot

CHICAGO (AP) — The
largest study so far of
Bendectin supports earlier
Weatherford, Mr. and Mrs. ray; Mr. and Mrs. Michael findings that use of the antiDonald Oldham, dohn and Whitt, Kingsport, Tenn.; nausea drug during the first
Julie Oldham, Wingo; Mark Mrs. Karen
Koener, three months of pregnancy
and Gary Galloway, Mur- Robstown,Texas.
isn't associated with an
particular birth defect.

Mr. and Mrs. Terence Asa Whitt

tads Seam
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The study, published in the
current issue of the Journal
the American Medical
Association, says women
who used the drug in the first
three months of pregnancy
as follows:
didn't appear to have a
Championship — Jerelene higher incidence of children
Sullivan.
with birth defects. The study
First Flight — Inns Orr.
involved 6,837 women.
Second Flight — Betty
Bendectin has been the
Hinton.
Subject
of several lawsuits
Third Flight — Rowetia
— 'by parents who claimed the
C4Iktin
Fourth
" Flight — Judy drug caused physical defects
in their children.
Krouse.
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The women of the Murray
Country will play golf on
Wednesday, July 29, with
Nancy Fandrich as hostess.
Anyone not listed in the
lineup may come at 9 a.m.
and be paired at the tee. Any
person listed and unable to
be present is asked to call
Mrs. Fandrich at 753-3193.
The lineup is as follows:
9 a.m. — No. 1 tee — Betty
Jo Purdom, Betty Lowry,
Frances Hulse, and Venela
Sexton; No. 4 tee — Betty
Scott, Chris Graham, Judy
Muehleman, and Cathryn
Garrott; No. 7 tee — Martha
Sue Ryan, Exie Hill, Beth
Belote, and Rebecca Irvan.
9:10 a.m. — No. 1 tee —
Mary Bogard, Carol Hibbard, Jerelene Sullivan, and
Evelyn Jones; No. 4 tee —
Dorthy Fike, Betty Hinton,
Nancy Fandrich, and Jane
Fitch; No. 7 tee — Frances
Parker, Ve Severson, Molly
Booth,and Doris Cella.

Thru Thur. 8/6
7:05,9:15 ± 2:00 Sat., Sun

BO DEREK RICHARD HARRIS

THEAiPE
•
MGM0United Artists
TWAT RE
C

9:20 a.m. No. 1 tee —Faira
Alexander, Inus Orr, Sue
Brown, and Margaret Shuffett; No. 4 tee — Barbara
Stacey, Nancy Orr, Peggy
Shoemaker, and Nancy
Schempp; No. 7 tee — Jo
Benson, Margaret Franklin,
and Rebecca Dublin.
9:30 a.m. — No. 1 tee —
Pam Mavity-, Diane

Villanova, Euldene Robinson, and Toni Hopson.
9:40 a.m. — No. 1 tee —
Elizabeth
Slusmeyer,
Rowena Cullom, Louise
Lamb, and Anna Mary
Adams.
Winners
Winners of golf play on July 22 have been announced
by Rowena Cullom, hostess,

THE ACES'

"Money is always on the trumps, cashes the queen
brain so long as there is a and ace of clubs and leads
brain in reasonable order." the king of clubs.
— Sainuel Butler
In today's layout, luck is
with declarer. The defender
with three trumps has the
doubleton club and East is
A declarer with four forced to ruff the third club
apparent losers in a 10 trick with his queen of trumps.
game has some tough prob- Declarer discards his losing
lems ro consider. Tempo- heart on East's high trump
rarily more important than and the rest is easy. Declarmoney, the matter of turn- er ruffs East's heart return,
ing four losers into three a trump lead crashes the
takes priority as declarer jack and king of trumps and
cashes in on game and the defense is held to only
rubber.
two trump tricks and the
Declarer
puts
up ace of diamonds.
dummy's heart queen at
What if the defender with
trick one but when East
NORTH
7-27-A
covers, declarer's future
•1087
looks less than bright. At
V Q6
•J 4
least two trump losers are
+ A K J7 5 3
unavoidable, the defense
must score the diamond ace, WEST
EAST
•i(cr 3
so declarer must think of •Jt
ViIef 84
K S 32
something for his low heart.
•A 9 8 3
The best way to solve a +712
4102
problem such as this one is
• SOWS
to force one of the defenders
• to ruff early and hope that a
IPA?
defensive trump trick disap•XQ1a4
pears in that process. At
trick two, declarer therefore cashes his ace of
Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer South. The bidding

•

•
•

A SHOPPER'S PARADISE

South holds

•

A I• Show,ng
Illorny My

East
Pass
PassPass

Bid with Cora

•

!W

North
2+
3•
Pass

only two trumps also had
only two clubs' Then
declarer would have no
hope but it would cost nothing to give himself a chance

We will be
closed all day
Thursday to prepare.

(

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

Opening lead: Heart jack

Michelson's Jewelers Diamond and
Jewelry 41SSE OUT Is Coming To
Murray. This Friday, Saturday and
Sunday. See Ledger & Times for
details.

_MICHELSON S
4cY:'-'17

Low putts

Shirts,
ti-Sweaters

379
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II

1" each

Jaly 27.28-21

Coupon

one HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs

Sportcoats
139

Corneal Shopeing Csortsr
Open 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
*hem 753-9825

.1

&pins 7• 21-11

Shirts
Laundered and pressed
to perfection

00"
JJ 5 / 2"

folrfecf or on hangers Shirt , gnu','". 9

all vvet•3

Dorthy Fika.

IRA G. CORN, JR.

South
1*
2 NT
4+
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fied skim milk or lean meats
with all the fat removed.
Others who want this diet
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB -- I
want to ask you if pepper is
good for you. I do not use
much salt. People tell me
pepper will not hurt you. Is
this true?
DEAR READER — There
is a lot of truth to the old
saying, "One man's meat is
another man's poison." Pepper will not harm most
people. Its actions are totally unrelated to salt.
Consider it a spice. If a
person happens to have
digestive problems, such as
stomach acid symptoms or
colon trouble, pepper may
aggravate the condition.
Otherwise it is harmless.
Many spices, including
pepper, help to perk up food
without adding salt. Learning to cook with spices
rather than relying so heavily on salt as a seasoning is a
healthy trend.
The problem with salt is
its sodium content. Spices do
not contain any significant
amount of sodium.

•

40. •••
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• •
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ANSWER: Three no trump
Do not force to game in
-212_11ist
t:" „ha
- should be
easier-than II and a jump

three clubs implies slam
interest
Send bridge questions to The Ares
PO Ras 12363. Deltas. Texas 75225
with self-addressed ramped envelope
for reply

GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Prow
and daughter, Stacey, and
son, Hal, of St. Louis, Mo.,
along with their guest,an exchange student from
France, were the recent
guests of Mrs. Prow's
mother, Mrs. Jewel Jones,
Farris Avenue, Murray.
Also guests on Sunday in the
Jones' home were Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Prow of
Paducah.

COOKING
IS FUN

By Cecily Brownstone
AP Food Editor
Epicure's Dinner Smoked
Trout Rolls Veal Chops
Potatoes
Buttered _Shredded Zucchini
STRAWBERRIES
ESPAGNOLF.
Our friend Jonathan
Dudley recently devised this
lovely dessect.
6-ounce can frozen orange
juice concentrate,thawed
Ruby port
2 pints strawberries,
rinsed and hulled
1 cup heavy cream
2 tablespoons sugar
Empty the orange juice ,
concentrate into a bowl; add
enough port to the concentrate can to fill; stir into the
concentrate. Halve small
and medium berries;
quarter large ones; add to'
the concentrate mixture:'
cover and chill for 1 to 2
hours. Drain berries, reserving marinade, and divide
them among 8 dessert bowls
leach holding at least 1 cup).
Whip the cream, adding the
.
,
guts
sod gently whip, in the
reserved marinade; the mixture will be custard sauce
consistency. Pour over the
berries and serve at once.
Makes 8 servings.

All regular priced'
menu items
price for children
under 12 when
accompanied
. Dif an adyll •

DINNERS
INCLUDE:
BAKED POTATO
or FRIES
ALL YOU CAN EAT
SALAD BAR
&STOCKADE
TOAST

Prices good at participating Sirloin Stockades
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Many People Visit During Summer Months
By MRS.R. D. KEY
July IS, 1181
Mr. and Mrs. Odell
Hopkins and children, Kenny, Kim, and Kurk, of Cincinnati, Ohio, have been the
recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Rufus Hopkins. They
also visited Mrs. Ovie Wilson
at Paris Manor.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Smith
and children, Megan and
Clint, of Louisville have been
the recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Holley. Mr.
Holley had surgery at
Parkway Hospital, Jackson,
Tenn., on July 1.
Dr. and Mrs. Henry J.
Holley of Birmingham, Ala.,
were the recent guests of his
mother, Mrs. Ruth Holley.
Mr.and Mrs. Cooper Jones
were the recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Farley of
South Haven, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Hopkins and son, Mike, of
Chicago, Ill., were the recent
guests of Mr.and Mrs. Rufus
Hopkins and Mrs. Ruby
Owen.
Miss Cindy Phelps of Murfreesboro, Tenn., was the recent guest of the Rev. and
Mrs. James Phelps.
Mrs. Chester Weatherford
and daughter, Louise, of
Mayfield and Mrs. Opal
Kuykendall of Murray
visited Mrs. John Hayes of
Paris,Tenn.,last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris visited Miss Louise
Holley and Mrs. Jessie
Paschall on Monday.
Adolphus Paschall was
dismissed from. the Henry
County Hospital, Paris,
Tenn., on Saturday. His
visitors included Max
Paschall, Hildred Paschall,
Mr. and Mrs. Ludie Malray,
Mr. and Mrs. Hollin Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. D. M.
Paschall, and Charles
Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Stalls
and daughter, Andrea,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Smith and son, Greg, in
Texas last week. From there
they went to Oklahoma to
visit Mr.Stalls' brother.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Harper
vacationed in
Florida last week.
Sixty-five persons attended the ice cream supper held
Saturday night at the home
of the Rev. and Mrs. James
Phelps.
Mr.and Mrs. George Whitford and children visited Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Paschall
recently.
The Rev. and Mrs. James
Phelps visited Mrs. Phelps'
mother, Mrs. Katie Garrett,
in West Memphis, Ark.,
recently.
Mrs. R. D. Key, Mrs.
Jessie Paschall, and Mrs.
Warren Sykes visited Mrs.
Ovie Wilson and Mrs Lillian
'My heads never
it the sand.
I shop
at
FRAMERS
GALLERY
for my
prints
and
framing."
The Village
641N.
753-0077
Murray,Ky.

—

eatv

Ross in Paris Manor on Monday.
Nichols and Denny, Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie Hopkins and and son, Mitch, and Mr. and
Mrs. Uncle Orr and Mrs. Mrs. Jerry McCree, and Mr.
Saturday. Other Sunday
son, Mike, are visiting Mrs. Mrs. Jerry McCree were
visitors were Mr. and Mrs. Terry Sills visited Mrs. R. D. and Mrs. Lilburn Parker Ruby
Owen and Mr. and Tuesatty dinner guests of
Clerris Wilson, Lavettia Key on Tuesday afternoon.
visited the Rev. and Mrs. Mrs.Rufus Hopkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn
Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
llas. Warren Sykes Parker.
Maburn Key, and Mr. and
By Abigail Van Buren
Mrs. Gaylon Morris.
Mrs. Waymos Young is a
patient at the Henry County
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
By RAINEY APPERSON
Visitors in to see her were
Haven't you heard it said, try in Europe except
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr.
Last year Irene spent six been alone since the death of
Visitors la to see Douglas "Oh,I's too old to do that!" Albania, ( it doesn't allow weeks living on the Greek
her husband some 30 years DEAR ABBY: I have been told by friends that
Vandyke at the Henry Coun- Believe you me there is one tourists).
it is
Isle of Mykonos and visiting ago. It is really fascinating possible to
get pregnant through your jeans. I can't believewoman
who
doesn't
believe
ty Hospital, Paris, Tenn.,
the neighboring islands. She to hear her tell of things
and this!
She has visited all the
were Hoyt Miller, Mr. and in counting her age - Irene
was one of the first tourists people in far away places, I am a virgin, just turned IS, and knew I am going
Mordock
to be
Scandinavi
an
(Mrs.
countries;
T. Neil)
Mrs. Glynn Orr, Mr. and
to enter Red China and she but she is also fiercely more involved with guys now that I'm dating. If this is
Jones,
every
of
country
but
Belleaire,
one
in
Florida.
Mrs. Gaylon Morris, Mrs.
has visited Rusia by special patriotic, saying there is no possible, I am scared to death to get very close to any guy. I
Phillip Wyatt, Mr. and Mrs. She is a stately gray-haired South America; she has been visa. She recently spent two
need to know as soon as possible.
place like the U.S.A.
I hope you won't think this is a dumb questi(M.
Edward Vandyke, the Rev. 83-year-old "young" woman, to England, Scotland and weeks living on a houseboat
When Irene was in her
WORRIED IN EL PAS( )
H. D. Hudson, Waymon who has visited every coun- Ireland 29 times.
in the vale of Shalimar, In- 60's, she was a member of
Young, Mrs. Jessie
dia.
the Peace Corps in Peru. She DEAR WORRIED: It is not a dumb question. It's a
Paschall, Mrs. R. D. Key,
Having previously visited has lectured in many areas very intelligent one. A lot
of kids get aroused by just
Mrs. Warren Sykes, Mr. and
in North and South Africa, of the states particularly in lying close to each other while kissing. Then
they just
Mrs. Coy Kuykendall, Mr.
this winter she will go on a Methodist Churches. A naturally proceed to the next step, which is petting.
and Mrs. Barber Weathersafari in Central Africa. cousin of Walt's mother, she It's not possible to get pregnant through one's
ford, Mrs. Nellie Jobe, Mrs.
June Windsor, Rt. 7, Mur- Years ago she traveled by visits the family every two jeans, but sometimes kids remove some of their
7-21-81
Elwanda Talley, Mrs. Willie
ray, Mrs. Mary S. Ryan,1715 slow and sometimes or three years, driving alone clothing because it's "in the way," or they burrow
Adults 142
underneath it to explore each other's bodies with
Mohundro, Mr. and Mrs.
Wiswell, Murray, Mrs. primitive means, for in- from Florida to Kentucky their
Nur. 10
hands. This is known as heavy petting. or
Morris Jenkins, Mrs. Bertie
stance
she
crossed
the Atlan- and she continues to be an in- "doing everythin
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS Marilyn S. Liddle, Rt. 1 Bx.
g else but."
Jenkins, the Rev. James
Adams, Baby Girl (Lesa), 146, Hazel, Douglas A. tic 22 times on a freighter.
spiration to all who meet The technical (and legal) definition of sexual interPhelps, the Rev. and Mrs.
Most of her travels have her.
Brown,Rt. 1 Bx. 174, Dexter,
course is "penetration."(The male's sex organ must
Rt. 1, Buchanan,Tenn.
Terry Sills, Mrs. Mark
penetrate the female's.) However, as impossible as it
Mrs. Betty K. Mathis,
Simmons, Baby Boy
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
may sound, in the medical literature can be found
(Freda), 106 College Cts., 1601A College Farm Rd.,
Doyle Gallimore, Dolphus
cases where there has been no penetration —the girl
Murray, Mrs. Louis June
Murray.
Brannon, and Mr. and Mrs.
remained a virgin, but after engaging in heavy
Watson, Baby Girl (Mira), Keller, Box 208, Murray,
petting, she found herself pregnant.
Fred Orr.
2100 Pepper Lane, Benton.
Keith M. Heim, 1402 Story,
The above is -from my new booklet, "What Every
Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Murray,
Mrs.
Cynthia
Joe
DISMISSALS
Teen-Ager Ought to Know." It can be obtained*
Monday,July 27
Williams of Poplar Bluff,
Tuesday,
July
28
Jimmy D. Higgins, Rt. 3, Hester and Baby Girl, Rt. 8,
sending $2, plus a iong,self-addresseo stamped (36e)
Environmental Education
Mo., were the dinner guests
Group D of Beginning envelope to ABBY'S TEEN BOOKLE'l, 12060 Haw;
Murray, Mrs. Vivian D. Murray, Mrs. Lucille C. Workshop
for
elementary
of Mrs. Jessie Paschall on
Ladies Tennis of the Murray th...rne Blvd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250;
Nolan, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn., Dimrnerman, 6370 Salem and secondary
teachers will
Friday. In the afternoon they
Country Club will play from
Mrs. Mary G. Johnston, Rt. Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio Roy E. open today at
the Youth Stavisited in the homes of Mrs.
DEAR ABBY: My son works long hours, so when
1, Benton, Mrs. Glenda K. Balentine, Rt. 3, Murray,
he
tion in the northern portion 6 to 8 p.m. at the club.
wants to buy his wife something for her birthday, Mother's
R. D. Key, Mrs. Bertie
John H. Jewell, 1510 of
Lowe, Rt. 2, Hazel, James S.
Land Between the Lakes.
Day, Christmas or their anniversary, he asks me to
Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs.
please
Traditional watermelon buy something
Scarbrough, 3161
/
2 N. 12th, Johnson Blvd., Murray, Mrs. For information
for him to
762-2747.
Gaylon Morris, and Mr. and
afte Although it's not easy give to her.
c
atua
t,y sStta
ttdinegatsf,or fa
Metiartra
Murray, Mrs. Mary Louise Ileen Stephens, Rt. 6 Murfor me to get around, I'm happy to
Mrs. Glynn Orr.
f,
Maley, Rt. 2, Murray, Ricky ray, Mrs. Virginia I. Dixon,
,accommodate him, but I have yet to select a gift his
Oak Grove Baptist Church
wife has
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
D. Crowder, Rt. 3 Bx. 181, 213 Woodlawn, Murray,Ocus Women will meet at 7:30 retirees and friends will be liked well enough to keep. I know her size, and I also
know
Jenkins and Mrs. Bertie
Puryear, Tn., Amy M. F. Boyd, 1616 Miller, Mur- p.m. at the home of Sara held from 1:30 to 3:30 p.n. what colors she likes, but for some reason nothing I '§-eTet'
Jenkins were the supper
has
ever
pleased
ray,
lawn.
There
her,
Oakhurst
Grace
Mrs.
Irvin,
is
P.
on
so
717
back it goes to be exchanged for
Jackson, 148 Berry,
Bagwell.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tomsomething she picks out herself.
. - no charge.
Camden, Tn. James Cain, Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
my Jenkins on Sunday.
Abby, since shopping for my daughter-in-law's gifts
Adult Great Books Discus=
is a'
Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Gloria Vera B. Ward,Murray.
total waste of time, I finally told my, son to give
Mr. and Mrs. Cortez
her 'the
Marshall County Cha
te
sion Group will meet at 7
—Pr
money
and
let
her buy
Bedwell, Mr. and Mrs. Par30 lidn't consider money what she wants. He said his wife
Gtolsop:e1
ulee
wilF:ra
I ta
p.m. at the Calloway County
a proper gift — it lacked warmth and
vin Bedwell, and Ocus
wshi
F
ofelloLa
dieps
Public Library.
;entimentality. ow what do I do?
Bedwell visited Mr.and Mrs.
..'
a.m. at the Gateway
.
KENTUCKY CHICK*
Bailey Grooms last week.
Draffenville
Steakhouse
.
Recovery, Inc., will meet
They are brothers of Mrs.
---1—
DEAR CHICKEN: Resign as your son's
at 7:30 p.m. at the Health
Wednesday,My 29
nersoiliiit
Grooms.
-Frances Drake
Center, Nortfilieienth and
e- wants warmth neid
Hazel and Douglas Centers shopper. Tettliim if hrs—wir
Mr. and Mrs. Carnol Boyd
sentimenta
lity, to send her a gift certificate with
Olive Streets.
FOR TUESDAY,JULY 28, 1981
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2 warm,
sentimental card.
visited Mrs. Jessie Paschall
.
activities
the
by
p.m.
for
What
TAURUS
kind of day will tomoron Sunday.
District 17 Unit I of Senior Citizens with lunch at DEAR ABBY: How do
row be? To find out what the ( Apr. 20 to May 20)
through
I
get
to my in-laws? I have
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Tark- stars say, read the
Family matters go well, but Licensed .Practical Nurses Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at a 2-year-old daughter who has a favorite doll she carries
forecast
ington and children of given for your birth Sign.
a co-worker may act surrep- Association will meet at 7 Douglas at 12 noon.
wherever she goes. When Tina goes to Grandma and.
Dayton, Ohio, are visiting
tiously. Don't overtire p.m. on the third floor,
Grandpa's house, they take her doll away from her, which is
Mr. and Mrs. Enloe Tarkyourself. Local after-dinner Murray-Calloway County
Overeaters Anonymous bad enough, but then they pretend to beat it up! This gets
visits should be relaxing.
ington and Mrs. Brown ARIES
Hospital with Dr. Donald will meet at 12 noon in the Tina so upset that she cries and carries on. Then her
GEMINI
grandparents laugh at her.
Flood.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) erkBrock as speaker.
A (May 21 to June 20)
basement of the Baptist Stu- Abby, have
I
tried to explain that Tina doesn't: undlrMrs. Jessie Paschall
You'll have the chance to
dent Center, Waldrop and stand their actions, but they insist on doing it every ti me-are-Romance is favored, but
Tuesday, July 28
visited Mr. and Mrs. strengthen close ties, but watch
spending. You can have
visit them. They call it "teasing" and say Tina should lean)
Eva Wall Mission Group of Chestnut Streets.
Adolphus Paschall and Mr. there may be differences a good time without going
how to take a joke, I love my in-laws, but I don't like their
and Mrs. Bailey Grooms on about a domestic matter. overboard. Attend to a social Memorial Baptist Church
classes
teasing
Ceramic
the
for
my child this way. What should I do?
These can be resolved.
will
meet
at
11:30
a.m. at the
obligations after dark.
YOUNG MOTIIK11
church for a potluck lun- Senior Citizens will be held
CANCER
p.m.=
the
12:30
at
to
2
fom
cheon.
(June 21 to July 72)
Center at St. John's DEAR MOTHER:Tell them that they may view this
You'll have an opportunity
kind of teasing as a joke, but if it moves a child to
to pick up a long-desired purMurray TOPS (take off Episcopal Church. In- tears, it's cruelty. Furthermore, if they don't dischase for the home. A take- pounds
may
ca-11- continue that cruel practice, you will discontintw
sensibly) Club will terested persons
charge attitude brings good
7530929.
your visits.
meet
at
7
p.m.
at
the
Health
results.
The Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet
Center.
LEO
Monday, July 27, at 7 p.m. at the Calloway County Public
Ladies day golf with Nan(July 23 to Aug.=)
Library.
Fandrich as hostess will
cy
You can sell both young,
Alcoholics Anonymous will
PrOblems? You'll feel better if you get them off your
Immanuel Kant's Perpetual Peace will be the book to be and your product now. 91111, meet at 8 p.m.
at the west be played at 9 a.m. at the these. Write to Abby: 12060 Hawthorn
e Blvd., Smite
discussed at the meeting with the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos
know when to be discreet. end of the Livestock and
Murray
Country
Club.
Ex5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250. For a personal reply,
Catch up with unfinished tasks position
as the discussion leader.
CenteL%
please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
later.
Any person who has read the book is invited to take part
Youth Tennis with beginSenior Citizens Centers ners at 9 a.m.,intermediates
VIRGO
in the discussion.
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
will be open as follows:
Financial dealings with Hazel and Douglas from 10 at 10 a.m., and advanced at thi
telho
elk*
wiho kik* get
11 a.m. will be held at the'
friends aren't favored, but you a.m. to
We are pleased
2 P.M.; Ellis from 10 Murray Country Club.
may meet with romantic opto announce that
portunity. Luck should be kept a.m. to 3 p.m.; Dexter at
Lynda Lu Perrin
9:30a.m.
confidential.
Ladies day activities will
bride -elect
of
LIBRA
District J7 Unit I of the Licensed Practical Nurses
a.m.
the
at
9:30
at
held
be
Murray Lions Club will
(Sept.
Oct.
23
to
22)
—
Miller
Daryl
has
Association will meet Monday, July 27, at 7 p.m. in the
Country Club with
Social life brings advan- meet at 6:30 p.m. at the Col- Oaks
chosen her china.
A
classroom on the third floor of the Murray-Calloway CounMurrelle Walker as golf
tages. Indecision about a onial House Smorgasbord.
*
flatware
and
ty Hospital.
ButterFreda
hostess
and
career matter should be
Returning Students United worth as bridge hostess.
4
crystal from our
Dr. Donald Brock of the Murray-Calloway County Menresolved by day's end. Comwill meet at 11:30 a.m. in the
complete bridal
petitors use subtle methods.
tal Health Center will be the speaker for the CEU approvThoroughbred Room,
registry.
ed meeting, according to an association spokesman who
'Quota Deer Hunt applicaSCORPIO
University Center, Murray tions must in the Wildlife
Lynda lu and
Oct. 23to Nov. 21) niefIr
invites all nurses to attend.
.
Behind-the-scenes work State University. For infor- Management Office of Land
Daryl
will
be
leads to your best success, but mation call 753-4646 or 759- Between the Lakes.by 3:30
married Aug 22
don't behave suspiciously. Act 1065.
p.m.
In accordance with the dicParents
Put'n Up Food will be the
tates of conscience.
Anonymous will
71134111t1— Tzt-gy.paa,
SAGITTARIUS
meet at 6:30 p.m. For infor- program presented at 1 p.m.
Gail Trimble
HERE
(Nov. Mt* Dec.21) "
mation call 759-1087 or 435- at The Homeplace-1850.
M.46.
11
°WI Vt4).
PICA
Invitations from a distance 4385.
Land Between the Lakes.
ARE 2 MORE
LOST rit
should be accepted. Benefits
will accrue. It's best not to inDIET CENTER
95 LBS. 4
.
4
..C.COCCICK..:400
:
47
.11C4C4Mlet•
clude friends in a business :4-*::*::*::*.:11•00.:*.:10::10..E.S..10..111.4..S.C.S..S..41.
venture at present.
•
IN JUST 7
WINNERS!
k
CAPRICORN
Why don't.sosiss
MONTHS
toJan.19)
(Dec.
n
to join dorm?
Business progress is ini516
4.
dicated. Close ties are ink
decisive, but will follow your
do
lead with encouragement.
k
Don't be bossy,though.
Rich and Gail are typical of
AQUARIUS
tens oLthousands of men,
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
women and children who
Ethical ramifications affect
have changed their hves at
business decisions now. A
Diet Center. This is truly the
trusted adviser is helpful
about finances. Travel plans
last weight-loss program
bring happiness.
youii ever need! And best of
PISCES
"I feel like a iv ole new
all, it's totally natural. .
(Feb. 19 to Star.%) XIU
personr—Gail Trimble
Work efforts should bring increased revenues, but don't
*
1+1 t
dissipate gains on needless
k
s
pleasures. Late afternoon
t
4
4
:
1
favors romance.
You BORN MAT Sail
kaws
dramatic and bye conk
siderable eadtethe ability.
*:
You have the ability to comItt•
mercialize your creative gifts
and are often found in the
W
theatrical world. Writing, ac°The Natural Way to Lose Weight!"
ting, music and art are some
of the fidds In which you'll
.
Walnut Rho.
find fulfillment. You're drawn
Suite 203 Murray, Ky.
to professions where you can
Mk* your intellect. Lew,
753-0020
==n,g, publishing, arMI Center, It%
1141
advertng and
WAIN are possible %Ma'k

Nor

ainey'3

41861.
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Girl Should Stay in Them
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Books Group To Meet
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The Showcase

Rich Bradley

LOST
100 LBS.
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MONTHS
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Family Bible School
Classes For All Ages

Sunday, July 26 6:00-7:30 p.m.
Monday, July 27 7:00-8:30 p.m.
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The Calloway County Soil Improvement Association, Inc., will hold its
30th annual membership meeting on
July 31 at 7 p.m. at the Murray State
University Livestock Pavilion. A
barbecue meal will be served.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lee
0. Dixon, 86, and Mrs. Tom Hendricks.
Cadet Ralph E. Jones, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles E. Jones,completed
six weeks practical work in military
leadership at the Army Reserve Officers Training Corps Advanced Summer Camp at Indiantovai Gap,
Military Reservation in Annville, Pa.
He is a student at Murray State
University.
Miss Becky Ann Gentry, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John Gentry, and
Dennis Glenn Hardin, son of Mr. and
Mrs. S. A. Hardin, were married July
16 at the Beth Haven Baptist Church,
Louisville.
Births reported include a girl to
Capt. and Mrs. John C. Winter, Jr., on
July 16, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Shelton on July 23, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Grooms on July 23.
The Kirksey United Methodist
Youth Fellowship will host a Youth
Evangelistic Crusade for all youth of
Calloway County on July 30 and 31 and
Aug. 1 at the Kirksey Church.

I

Talking With
The PLO
(Reprinted by Permission of
Milwaukee Journal)
Ardent American supporters of Israel may fume at the
discosure of secret U.S. contacts
with the Palestine Liberation
Organization, However, the
PLO is a genuine force in the
Middle East. Completely shunning the PLO is foolish if
Mideast peace is the goal.
In saying that, we do not condone the terrorism linked to the
PLO. Nor do we dismiss Israel's
legitimate security concerns.
Given the scores of Israelis
killed or maimed by PLO terrorist attacks, Israel's distrust,
even hatred of the PLO, is understandable.
But ignoring the PLO is not
going to make it go away. Arab
nations, with which Israel must
ultimately deal in order to find
durable peace, have given the
PLO official status. Arab backing of the PLO will not-be altered by Israel's intransigence
or by America's supportive public policy of not recognizing or
formally negotiating with the
PLO until it recognizes Israel's
right to exist.
Eventually Israel must deal
with the PLO, just as the PLO
must also accommodate Israel.
A middle ground must be found.
Perhaps it is too soon for either
entity to budge from its fixed

position. Both Israel and the
PLO currently may have to define each other as a monolith
because of internal political
considerations. However, in
truth, the PLO is an umbrella
organization covering many political hues on Palestinian Arab
issues. And Israel, of course, is a
robust, multi-party, Western democracy.
The United States, as an outsider with its own interests in
the Mideast, should search for
peace in many ways. Quiet, exploratory, low-level discussion Consumer Watch
with the PLO is one informal
method of seeking routes to
compromise. As an honest broker in peace negotiations, how
else is the United States to find
By LOUISE COOK
areas of potential agreement
Associated Press Writer
except by probing.
There's a lot of talk in Washington
Such contacts are not incon- right now about something called
sistent wih America's public "indexation"-adjusting taxes so no
policy of not recognizing or one would be pushed into a higher
bracket by inflation. Here's what it
negotiating with the PLO. Con- means in dollars and cents.
versation is not negotiation.
Suppose you have an income of
There is ample precedent for $20,000 a year and take the standard
this kind a realistic diplomacy. deduction. The federal income tax
For instance, the United States bite for a family of four, under current
did not recognize the People's law, is $2,265 or 11.3 percent.
Republic of China for more than Assume the annual inflation rate is
10 percent. You get a raise to keep
two decades. Yet it regularly pace.
Your income is now $4,000. The
discussed mutual concerns with federal income tax bite, again for a
Peking through informal meet- family of four taking the standard
ings in Warsaw, Poland. Eventu- deduction, is $2,746.or 12.5 percent.
ally mutual recognition result- Warta:bill wag op by$480.
With indexation, you'd save more
ed.
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20 Years Ago

Indexation And You

AGO Warns Against
Civic Promotionals
By STEVEkL.BESHEAR
The best way to insure a filled-tocapacity stadium or concert hall is to
give a benefit for your local police,
fire or rescue squad. Unfortunately,
many times that well-intentioned
donation goes to line the pockets of the
promoter instead of benefiting local
safety officials.
The promotion of a police organization can take many forms such as a
charity show, a direct contribution or
the purchase of an advertisement in a
"police-sponsored" magazine.
Attorney General Steve Beshear
wants you to know that some of these
solicitations are legitimate and some
are not.
As the contributor, you should take
the time to find out to whom you are
giving your money and how it will be
spent.
No legitimate promoter will try to
intimidate you or use high pressure
sales tactics until you give. No
legitimate promoter will hint directly
or indirectly that your donation, or the
lack of it, may affect the quality of
police protection you will receive.
No legitimate promoter will send
you an invoice for an advertisement
you did not authorize (You should
always check an invoice before paying it I.
There are ways to avoid being
defrauded by a promoter who is not
legitimately raising funds for your
favorite organization. First and
foremost, contact the organization
that the promoter says he is promoting.
Most large police departments have
a community relations department
you can contact to receive the
necessary information. Smaller
organizations should also be able to
tell you whether they are affiliated
with a promoter just by calling them.
If you need information or a particular national organization that
claims to have some connection to law
enforcement or national police
organizations, write: National Information Center, 419 Park Ave., South,
New York, N.Y. 10016, or call the Better Business Bureau in your area.
Either organization will send you
reports on charities without charge.
Also check with the state Attorney
General's consumer protection division to see if there have been any problems or complaints on the charity in

ley News

charitable solicitor. The Commonwealth of Kentucky does not require registration for charitable
solicitors, unless they are incorporated, and then they must register
with the secretary of state," said
Beshear.
"Prosecution of the fraudulent promoter is extremely difficult due to the
absence of special laws and the structure of most of these operations.
There is really only one way you can
make sure you are not defrauded and
that is by doing some investigating on
your own before you give," the attorney general added.
If you have questions or a consumer
problem, please write to the Attorney
General's Office, Division of Consumer Protection, 209 St. Clair St.,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601, or call the consumer hotline toll-free,(800) 432-9257.

Business Mirror

than $250, according to calculations
made by the Tax Foundation Inc., a
research group in Washington; D.C.,
at the request of The Associated
Press.
The foundation figures show that if
personal exemptions, tax brackets
and the standard deduction were adjusted to take the 10 percent rate of inflation into account, a family of four
with a $22,000 income would pay
federal income taxes of $2,491. Your
tax bill would go up by $226 instead of
$480-a difference of $254. You would
still pay more federal income tax than
you did when you were earning
$20,000, of,course, but the proportion
of your money going to taxes would
stay at 11.3 percent.
At the $15,000-income level, a tardily
of four taking the standard deduction
pays federal income taxes of $1,242.
Without indexation, a 10 percent raise
boosts the family's federal income tax
bill to $1,530, an increase of $m. With
indexation, the family pays $1,366, a
rise of $124. Indexation saves $164.
Now look at a family with an income
of $25,000. The federal income tax bill
is $3,497. Without indexation, a 10 per-

tirrny World

presidential campaign that he supported the idea of adjusting tax rates
to offset the impact of inflation. But he
originally asked Congress to delay
passage of an indexation plan until it
completed work on his basic tax program.
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30 Years Ago

Billy Joe Outland, Billy S. Weeks,
Heartllne is a service for senior is available from the USP for $3.00 Ralph E. Ferguson, J. D. Howard.
citizens. Its purpose is to answer ques- (add 5% sales tax for Maryland Ted H. Howard, George W. Shelton
tions and solve problems. If you have residents). To order About Your High Billy Joe Schroader, and Howard W
a question or a problem not answered Blood Pressure Medicines, send Coy left July 25 for induction in the Alt
In these columns, write to Heartllne, check or money order to USP, Drug Force. They are all volunteers one
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Information Division, 12601 Twin- will be stationed at Lackland Base.
San Antonio,Texas.
Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt brook Pkwy.,Rockville, MD 20852.
HEARTLINE: I heard from a
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ella
reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The friend that you have a Pen Pal Club Fair McReynolds.
John Robinson, director of the Murmost useful replies will be printed in for senior citizens. How do I get all the
ray Training School, announced that
information about joining it? D.R.
this column.
ANSWER: For complete informa- he has received notification that the
HEARTLINE: I know that you do
not give medical advice, but could you tion and membership application, 1930-31 annuals wIl be shipped on Aug.
suggest reading material for someone send a long, self-addressed stamped 6.
American 60
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
By JOHN CUNNIFF who has high blood pressure and envelope to Heartline's
would like to know about specific Club, 114 East Dayton St., West Alex- and Mrs. Theron Erwin, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William H. Miller, and a girl
drugs that are used in the treatment andria,Ohio 45381.
to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Greer, all on Juof it, their side effects and how to use
ly 19, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jimthe drug,etc? H.G.
tab- '
mie W.Stubblefield on July 21.
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A dedication of the Lynn Grove
Today is Monday, July 27, the 208th
medicines used to treat high blood
Church building will be
Methodist
the
by
published
in
days
left
157
day of 1981. There are
regulatory reason, he said, would pressure has been
held on July 29. The Rev. William S.
save Chrysler alone more than $500 United States Pharmacopeia (USP) the year.
Evans, district superintendent of the
Today's highlight in history:
in cooperation with the National High
million by 1985.
Paris
Distict -of the Memphis ConProgram
Education
an
was
27,
armistice
1963,
July
Pressure
On
Blood
"Second, we need a monetary
signed at Parununigm, ending the ference of the Methodist Church, will
policy that assures a steady supply of (NHBPEP).
High blood pressure, or hyperten- Korean War after more than three deliver the dedicatory message for
money at a rate the country can afthe church building.
tord," he said. "We need a stable sion, afflicts more than 60 million years.
The Lynn Grove Homemakers Out
On this date:
monetary policy,instead of jerking in- Americans, yet only an estimated 5
in the home of Mrs. Bryan Murmet
the
control
and
treat
properly
in
was
Armada
the
In
Spanish
million
1588,
terest rates from 10 to 20 percent like
a yoyo, both to encourage business in- condition. The USP, a non-profit a running fight with the British up the dock.
vestment and to give our customers organization of health professionals, English Channel.
111(Mgiti
In 1789, the U.S. Congress establishthe confidence and the means to buy published this consumer guide with
the cooperation of the high blood ed the forerunner of the State Departour products."
Next, said Iacocca, "we need to pressure program of the National In- ment, the Department of Foreign Afgive business the tax incentives it stitute of Health in a move to en- fairs.
As ye have therefore received Christ
In 1909, Orville Wright set a record Jesus the Lord, so walk ye In him.needs to make capital Investments." courage proper use of and compliance
They should benefit "the marginal with the medicines used to treat by szaying aloft in an airplane for Colossians 2:8.
more than 72 minutes over Virginia.
companies, smaller companies, the hypertension.
We live in Ctu-ist when we place otw
And in 1965, U.S. airplanes carried faith in Him. As a result of this faith, we
About Your High Blood Pressure
companies just starting out..."
Also needed is "some mechanism to Medicines offers drug monographs out their first attacks against anti- live lives that are redeemed.
help companies-such as Chrysler- for the most frequently prescribed aircraft missile sites in North Viet--before their problems reach the crisis medicines, including Thiazide nam.
Ten years ago: The Sudanese
Diuretics, Hydralazine, Methyldopa
point," said the chairman.
Maerray Ledger & Times
He envisioned, he said, an organiza- and others. Each monograph details government announced that
prothe
leader of the nation's Communist ParUSPS306-7001
tion to offer temporary assistance to the brand and generic names,
Walter L Appall=
Publisher
companies that have short-term per use of the medicine, precautions ty had been sentenced to death for his
Editor
R. Gene &Watches*
capital problems without requiring to consider, possible side effects and part in a plot to overthrow the governThe Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon @seep' Sundays, July 4,
them "to go through hysterical drug interactions. The book is indexed ment.
Day. New Years Day and ThanksgivFive years ago: A powerful earth- Christmas
by brand and generic names for easy
headlines on the nightly news."
ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St„
quake shook a wide area in northern
Murray, Ky WI Second Class Postage Palo at
As his fifth suggestion he advised "a reference.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Preface materials include a general China,including Peking. The extent of
careful re-examination of our labor
SUBSCRIPTION RATES- In areas served by
practices and policies in this coun- Introduction to the use of high blood damage and casualties was not carriers, $3.25 per month, payable in advance.
information
and
mall in Calloway County and to enton, NorBy
medicines,
disclosed.
try." American labor costs, he con- pressure
Ky.,and
din, Islaylleid, Sedalia and Farming
One year ago: The deposed Shah of Paris,
tended,"are out Cl line with the rest of on the importance of patient parBuchanan and Puryear, Tn., $24.51
also
It
treatment.
Iran died of cancer in a military
ticipation in
year. By mall to .her leatinations, $311.30 pgr
the world."
year!'
Finally, he suggested as new discusses common misconceptions hospital in Cairo, Egypt.
Member of Aasociated Press. Kentucky Pridll
Former
management attitude - pexibile about high blood pressure. A Joday's birthdays:
Ashociation and Southern Newspaper Publishela
,
75
roeher
Manager-+LDu
1.7rig
"
calenda;
enough to put a lalgy. :guiderThs Aasscd PIIMB Is exclusively entitled1
board, •"fejelently farsighted to the appendix as an easy-to-use chart years old.Formeszarld Bank prom_
rartit
.
angigoao.-.
develop new techniques of coopera- for recc•raing daily medication doses. dent George Woods is85.
Ledger&flashsiwail as all other AP news.
teastmeopit Numeeeo
Thought for today: It is
tion in. the marketplace," and win. A wallet diary is also providedlor the
avismo011ke .
enough "to avoid the temptation of patient to list ,his or her physician's characteristic of wisdom not to do Classitled
Retail(Dilayi Advertising
preaching doctrinaire free enterprise, name, appointment dates and desperate things. - Henry David
Thoreau, U.S. writer-naturalist (1817- Omaha's'
prescribed medicines.
when we know Adorn Smith went out
Neeadifillpsets Dept
limpage Vide 1882).
dot*dolmasIONI."
The PaPerbeck,

Chrysler Chairman May
Finally Have Listeners

NEW YORK (AP)- Lee Iacocca,
chairman of the embattled Chrysler
Corp. and architect of the "biggest,"
most glorified and publicized six-cent
quarterly profit ever recorded,
generally has a lot to say.
The problem for him and Chyrysler,
however, has been that he hasn't
always had an audience. Who seeks
opinions from the head of a company
that compiled nine straight quarterly
losses totalling $3.1 billion?
Now Iacocca may have listeners.
Although Chrysler's had a first-half
loss of $287 million or $4.46 a share,
the second quarter of that period,
taken alone,showed a $12 million profit,six cents a share gain.
That's a profit so tiny it can almost
fit on the tip of a creative accountant's
pen. And it may be followed by more
enormous losses too.
So what if critics suggest it resulted
from rearranging production periods,
or that it might be traced to tank production or items other than cars. It
was a profit, and it was certified by
the accountants.
First, he said, the country must be
rid of "wasteful and unnecessary
regulations that are crippling
America's basic industries."
"Keep the good ones, and throw out
question.
the bad ones," he said. "Get rid of the
The cliche "an ounce of prevention air bag. Belts are better." A return to
is worth a pound of cure"-is very true
with regard to police promotions.
'Zany people assume that if solowae
knocksin*dr &or or cads Election
the phone and says,that they are raising hinds for the local police that it
What can you do with tiro million
•
'
must be true.
"There are 'nary, many cities and tons of cow dung? The people of India
towns in Kentucky thatdo net require use that much annually gi Cooking
any type 01 registration by a fuel.

cent raise boosts the family's taxes to
$4,197- up $700. With indexation, the
tax bill rises to $3,811 - up $314. Indexation saves $386.
Past efforts to index income taxes
have been unsuccessful, although
many benefit programs, including
Social Security, are tied to the rate of
inflation. Critics of indexation argue
that it builds inflation into the
economy; people have less of an pacentive to fight inflation when they
are protected from its impact. They
also note that it costs the government
money; without indexation, inflation
automatically boosts tax revenues.
And they say it is difficult to get a true
measure of inflation; the Consumer
Price Index, for example, has been
accused Cl overemphasizing housing
costs.
Supporters of indexation have been
more successful this year. The tax bill
passed by the Senate provides for indexation of taxes beginning in 1905.
President Reagan said Friday he was
revising his tax proposal to include
the Senate-approved indexation plan.
Reagan had said during the 19N

Miss Donna Grogan, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Grogan, was named as Miss Calloway County Fair
Queen at the pageant held last night.
Mitzi Ellis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
M. C. Ellis, was first numerup; Ann
Story, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. N.0.
Story, was second runnerup; and
Sheryl Williams, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Max Carman, was third runnerup.
A loan of $1,469,000 for Murray State
College has been approved by the
Community Facilities Administration
of the Housing and Home Finance
Agency. It will be 1.0sed to build the
third four story dormitory for 326 men
and cafeteria facilities.
The 439th Civil Affairs Company,
West Kentucky Army Reserve Unit,
will return July 29 after completing
two weeks of annual training at Camp
Perry, Ohio. Local members include
Lt. Col. Leslie Holmes Ellis, Capt.
William E. Dodson, and Major James
Lassiter.
Dr. James L. Sullivan, executive
secretary-treasurer of the Sunday
School Board of the Southern Baptist
Convention, Nashville, Tenn., will be ,
the speaker at the annual Men's Rally
at Jonathan Creek Baptist Assembly
on July 29.
Mrs. A. 0. Woods and Mrs. Mike
Farmer are attending the national
flower show being held in St. Louis,
Mo.
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National Farm Safety Week To
Be Celebrated For 38th Time
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The 38th observance of National Farm Safety Week
will be celebrated July 25-31.
Farm Safety Week was initiated during World War H
to iornbat accidents that
were reducing the wartime
agricultural production.
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Information from the National Safety Council indicates that the rate of fatal
farm accidents has decreased by over 20 percent in the
past 10 years. Yet
agriculture still ranks as the
third most hazardous occupation.
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ZUCCHINI-SQUASH — Opal Paschall displays two
zucchini-squashes she grew in her garden. The zucchini-squashes are 16 and 14 inches long. She plans
to use them in zucchini bread.
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Aerial Spraying

CABBAGE HEAD — Ann and Rex Donaldson measure a cabbage head grown in
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their garden. The cabbage is 14 inches across and 44 inches around. The Donaldson will use the cabbage to make kraut.

and Conservation commitPat Ross, chairperson of
tee, said farmers who acthe Calloway County
curately report crop
Agricultural Stabilization
acreages and sign an application for payment will be
eligible to receive disaster
benefits on their 1981 crops
along with price-support
benefits and deficiency
payments.
Torn Gard of Smith Grove,
The 1981 program provides
Ky., has been recognized as for diyeiter payments to
Pfizer Genetics' District help farmers whose crops
Sales Manager of the Year.
are severely damaged by
Dr. Wid Crawford, Presi- weather conditions. "The
dent of the St. Louis-based abundant rainfall here in
firm, recently named Gard Calloway County could afthe recipient of Pfizer fect crop yields," Ross said.
Genetics' most important
The program offers crop
sales leadership award.
protection against drought,
In making the announce- flood, hail, windstorm, inment, Crawford cited the sect infestation, plant
great contributions Gard has
made toward the achievement of all his area and company objectives. Gard's
sales territory includes the
entire state of Kentucky,
part of Pfizer Genetics'
Eastern Area Service Center
which has its offices in Windfall, Indiana. He is one of 69
District Sales Managers
working for Pfizer Genetics
nationwide.
Pfizer Genetics Inc. produces and markets Trojan
brand hybrid seed corn and
Pfizer Genetics soybean and
'N sorghum seed.

Smiths Grove Farmer
Recognized As
Manager Of Year

Trouble
'with a tired
le Were
Association
Credit
on
the'Producti
At
help!
ready to
funds—
available
we have plenty of readily
of
earmarked to finance the new, energetic tractor
your choice.
Agricultural credit is our only business. We've
helped finance operators large and small alike—
Farmers
country.
the
of
part
some of the best in our
know
they
because
PCA
to
turn
ranchers
and
they can count on us for dependable financing.
And putting a tired tractor to rest is just one
of our specialties
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We're agriculhue's
leading,lending hand
Let's talk'

Jackson Purchase PCA
Murray

641 North

753-5602

NORSE FEED
SWiffitoosi - Made With Purina Supplements
12% Protein — Made Daily
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disease or any other type of
disaster which occurs
through no fault of the
farmer.
Under the program, a
wheat and feed grain farmer
whose crop yield is less than
60 percent of the established
yield times the acreage
planted for harvest, may
receive disaster payments
on the production losses
below 60 percent. Farmers
will also be eligible for
disaster payments if they
are prevented from planting
a program crop for harvest
because of a natural
disaster. However, the planting of other later nonconserving crops must also
have been prevented.

BUCHANAN FEED AND SEED
"Special Introductory Offer"
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Ferearty Murray Warehowshig
& Forum Groin & Seed

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
,753-3404
11
1
Grain
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.
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Farmers Eligible For Benefits
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WESTERN STYLE
PANTS & SHIRTS
IN KHAKI

Murray Calloway County Airport
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Agricultural Engineering fatal farm accidents. Age of the tractor victims
Department of the Universi- Agricultural tractors ac- ranged from 2 years to 88
ty of Kentucky College of counted for 40 percent of the with the number of accidents
Agriculture identified the fatalities or an average of Increasing at the 13-14 yearmajor types of fatal ac- 30 deaths annually. Other old age groups. Approxcidents facing agriculture in major causes of deaths on imately one-third of the acthe state. During 1972-1977, Kentucky farms were cidents happened to those
death certificates reported drownings, 15percent; other under 45 years of age and
370 fatal accidents on Ken- farm machines, 9 percent; one-third of the accidents to
tucky farms. These included and firearms, 7 percent. The those over 65. When the
only those accidents occur- most common cause of in- numbers of farm residents in
Mg on the farm and outside jury in the tractor accidents the various age groups are
of the home. This is an was from overturn. Other considered, those over 65
average of one fatality every less frequent causes of in- years of age have by far the
5 days or 74 pef year.
jury were falls from the trac- greatest risk of an accident
The most significant fac- tor, by standers who were followed by the 45-64 year
tor pointed out in this study run over and the power take- age group. The safest groups
were those between 25 and 44
was the predominant in- off.
yelirs of age whose accident
volvement of tractors in
rate was only one-fifth that
of the 65+ age group. While
the 15-44 year age group was
not the safest age group,
they did have lower accident
rates than those over 45
years of age.
The members of the
Calloway County Chapter of
Future Farmers of America
would like to remind you that
"Safety Knows No Season."

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"
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For A Limited Time Only
Buchanan's Will Sell You
A 100 Lb. Sack For Only Wt.....
Piss A Boaatiful Purism Bono Calked,'
"If you don't agree It's as goal as, ii.., hotter thaw whet your proserittly
loading. Mara the unused Ill sack and yew ssawy will ha refunded la
full"
IS Lip. $7.75 Phis IS Sack
7-1-Pork Finisher
. 100 lb. $8.25 Plus Is' Sack
5-1-Sow & Pig
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LARGE CABBAGE Mledi Lilly, 1% year old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Lilly, holds the large head of cabbage, weighing 15 pounds, grown by his great grandfather, Wiliam James, right, in his garden.

AVAILABLE

—7 -"4—ifoliirs:
8:30 a.m.-4:301M TUesclays Only!
II you would like to discuss long-term financing talk

TUF-NUT
=STERN WEAR
*member: For ridin:restln'or results,.
you just cant beet TIL,I1P-NUTS
and they're SATISFACT1011411ARMITUD

HARRELL'S FARM & HOME SUPPLY
CALLOWAY COUNTY'S COMPLETE FARM SUPPLY STORE
753-7862 — MURRAY, KY
HWY 94E.
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I "Ford All Purpose
Tractors Do It All"

Ford 34 to 84 H.P. Tractors Have The Power You Need And The
Features You Want.
TRY THEM FOR SIZE & PRICE
32 NP.2600 Gas,6-spied transmission, fully owsippod sad serviced.
OUR PRICE

Suggested List Price S10,250.00

$7,739.00

3600 Gas, i-spood transmission, live PTO diff kick, fiat top fowlers, work light,
40
power steering, hyshook owl's, stabilisers, power wheels sad hamper. Sorvicool and fluid
la rear *as.
OUR PRICE $9,859.00
Suggested List Price $13,270.00
3600-distil, equipped me as shove, except it has arid start sod hootor he block.
OUR PRICE

Suggested List Price $13 766 00

$10,255.00

Neht, power
45 RP, 4100-Jiesol, II-spasm!, indoposidosit PTO, P.S. flat top fenders, work fluid
I roar
sad
hwarpor,
wheals, and hydraulic valve. Sonia& water hooter is Mock,
tiros.
OUR PRICE 1 2,099.00
Suggested List Price 515,795.00
70 M.P., 6600-diosol, 4 cylinder, 16-spood, diff lock, P.S. independent PTO, dual
hydnialk valve, whoskl weights 10.00x16 1$ pt. 4134, fluid la row, cold start and hector
I block.
0111PRKE S16,129.00
Suggested List Price $21,975.00
$4 M.P., 7700-distal, 4 cyl. 16-spood, diff lock, P.S. inihydraalls vales, frost and and
rear wheel weights. 10.00:16 1$ 4:34 tints, fluid I roar HMIs old ;fart Wafer is
Mock sad isad assaitor.
Suggested List Price $25,595.00

OUR PRailLift°0

Up To 25% Discount
On New Ford Implements
Warding raged hiders, rakes, mouton, rotary cutters, plows, disc, harrows, lift and
wheal weft,Medea 5-6-7 ft. Ford lawn and garden tractors, lawn tractors. Haw' nesefir
with 30-42-50 loch mt.
"mess prices made possible dee to big rebate by Ford Tractor & Implement Division direct to the dealer, we are passing it on to you."
financing available op to 5 years *no Ford Motor Credit Company,
will approved credit. THESE PRICES GOOD THUM JULY 31, 81 ONLY or as
Moo as present stock lasts.
See Us For Gamine Ford Ports IL &orrice
"We Help Moke Good Formers Better"
We Are Your Closest Ford Tractor & implement Dealer.

CALL
- BURKE-THOMAS CO.
sfullz, Ky.
502-522p3361
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Quertermous'Charge Claims MCC Golf Title
1642-1110
1046-171 Walter Jones
from the day's 67 andd the finishing with the lowest 'hap McAlpine
1141-112
1141-171 Jimmy Franklin
BOThrum
two-under-par 142 for the score in the second flight.
9141-182
111-73-110 Jim Mere
AILarm
Grogan, an active club Hu*Ford1413-111 lid Kamp
tournament.
9141-182
0401-310
11-WD C.A. Wadi:
Brown, Kentucky's Cur- member and regular partici- BiotaTama
116-140-1N
Farad
pant in the tournament, was WNW'/kb&woad Flied 7440-104 Chlytaalargove
rent amateur champion and
17-WD
43-WD
81-73-114 Rh* Lampkin
a four-time second-place among the 164 persons who Wks Chapps1
97-WD
71-711-16I Darryl Datum
Jerry ham
finisher in the Murray In- lost their lives in the Beverly Ralph
Fourth Flight
1111-711-1M
Walston
16-71-114
vitational, could never get Hills Supper Club fire a few Tray Rayburn
71411-118 Dq Allen
79-411-171$
Jesik
1140-18l
Ras VNanora.
his usually reliable putter years ago.
11143-171
13-71--ill Cliff Eisler
Max Walker
He always played in the se- Bob
going, leaving his putts in6341-173
111411-146 Harmon Youngtrood
Qual
1145-173
8141-184 Bert Coleman
ches away and time and cond flight in the tournament BW Bryan
17-17-174
11141-181 David Bruner
Randle Cope
again as he struggled to stay and the award was establish- Fred
8143-174
11643-10 Jack/bell
Enio
14-18-177
ed
his
in
contention.
Gemslandok
in
memory by his Pal Howard
8316-181
1740-177
1146--118 Jim Berry
Jokey likCage
He finished in a tie with regular playing partners.
1040-179
11143-170 Brad Browner
spa
is000
The field of 146 golfers Da1
Jerry Caldwell of the Oaks
1646-180
81-114-171 PIN Nan*
Des
1647-116
8647-171 Dick Orr
Country Club in Murray at from across the four-state Joha Haber
1143-1118
1641-173 Mark Erwin
147 and won a sudden playoff region found the four-state Jim FablesMixt
9146-118
1142-173 Reedy Riberb
Lammas
111-10114
between the two with a bir- region found the 6,338-yard JunesLassiter
Inlis
Holmes
1741-173
1048-181
040-174 Charles Caldwell
die four on the 490-yard first course "playing tough" NNWRimod
103-111-192
9341-112 Tom Emreson
AlbertRam
because of the softness of the Jkija
hole at the Murray club.
12-101-193
11144-1= E. W.Dennison.
LaMar
111044-194
10411-1113 Lynnwood Smelser
John Stanley of Mayfield ground and theflush grass, Bill NaD
111411-194
1148-113 Roy Walker
Wilson
and a Murray State golfer, by-products of recent heavy Chuck
10143-105
1111-WD Vernon Cahoon
Adrian Augustus
tied for fourth one stroke rains and left the golfers
18347-200
Don
Faughn
Third Flight
119-105-213
7944-163 Jerry Berry
back with Venable, a former with little roll on their shots. David Gallagher
103-WD
7945-184 Wally McMillan
Wayne Ford
playing partner of Brown's
The folgers, flights and Charlie Irwin
Fifth Flight
8341-117
1045-17$
544-1111 Dan Akin
Billy Dan Crown
on the Southern Illinois scores were:
1641-177
91-79-1111 Dan Van Cleve
Edwin Coleman
University team, with 148s.
Championship Flight
1141-171
84-17-171 Gary Robertson
7547 142 Bill Boone
Quertermous
Dick Stacey of Paducah was Johnny
1041-171
Cash
Ray
63.61-171
73-74-147 Bob libbird
Jimmy Brown
95.17-112
110-172 Ted Lawson
sixth with 149.
73-74-147 Frank Homer
Jerry Caldwell
11441--113
84-111-172 Junior Garrison
73711-141 Jim Weat
Winner of the first flight Jay Venable
9142-188
81111-174 Dean Alexander
.71_14s Purdom Lovett.
77
Inaba*
1147-198
1640-175 Sam Jones
was Howard Boone of Mur- Dick alelli
78-71-141 M. C. Garrott
1041-197
81-10-171 Gary Baker
ray with 149, two strokes in Roy Boidare
77-73--114 Ted Billington
14-1011-117
Record
Chuck
17-113-171
74-77-151 Bill Bogard
Branch
61-103-199
front of Mark Westerfield of Homer
McGillium
Mac
118411-171
71-71-151 Anthony Pike
Mike Holton
103-101-20I
1041-178 Randy Scheen
Bob Billington
Paducah.
mie—iii John
Lynn Sullivan
10.104-209
Billy Lewis
1041-178
Lovett.
71-77-153
It took a three-hole playoff Kevin Westerfield
1e1-113-219
1041-179 John Ryan
71-75-154 Buck Hurley
Trirnan Whitfield
0.41-180 Scott Sillier ------.....91-WD
to determine the second Don
71-75-1541 Ray Allender
Cothran
flight winner after Wilburn Kevin D'Angelo
7/45--154
10-75-155
Sirls of Benton, Jerry Jones Buddy Hewitt
11377-157
Trent Jones.
of Murray and Mike Chap- David Buckingham
78411-151
71-75-451
pell of Marion, Ill., finished Roy Cothran
7141-111
Jimmy Boone
with 154. Sins was the win- Steve
7143-118
Barger
ner, beating Chappell on the Tommy Fike
7944-113
0.81-113
Pipes
Al
third hole after Jones had
11440-114
Ronnie Overton
been eliminated at the first. David VanMeter
1111-1115
14-11-166
David Gallagher of Mur- Jeff Wolfe
8344-ill
Saiyers
ray was the third flight win- David
11-115-171
Kerry Cre.ason
ner at 163, one stroke in front Ike Arnold
79-WD
Flight
First
of Wayne Ford of Mayfield.
71-73-141
Howard Boone
Charlie Irwin of Hopkinsville Mark Westerfield
71-71-151
7845-453
Eddie flees.
was next at 167.
75-78-153
Pritchard
Danny Allen of Paducah Johnny
75-75-154
Jim Brannen
was the fourth flight winner Cain Love
.77-71-151
7741-137
we,
Fugerson
with 164,four strokes in front
DAN McNUTT
81-73-157
Dan Miller
of Lenny Jezik, Marshall Herbie Kays
80-71-158
SEE
7940-159
County High School football Red Howe
7141-159
Jim Lamb
coach of Benton.
18413-110
Bobby Film
Dan Akin of Paducah won Jerry Grope
83-71-180
7141-181
Lae
Stewart
the fifth flight, one stroke in
John Howard
8042-112
also
front of Don VanCleve,
1313-111
Al Gkramo
(OLD NATIONAL NOM BLDG)
15441-111
Greg Cohoon
of Paducah.
John
8543-111
P.
Smith
Jerry Jones was the win- Chad Steward
90-78-118
ner of the club's special Don Richard Knight
ss.si—in
knowledgeable
one
No
—
breeders
Sawhorses Secretary
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)— the spectacular event near of buyers and
ss.as—in
Miller
Tim
about the industry seems to Grogan Memorial Trophy, Jim White
81141-172
One Kentucky newspaper Keeneland race track — is they come from all over the
the
to
year
each
awarded
044-173
Al Jones
be pushing the alarm button.
Formarty 660*
thought it "uproariously fun- hardly a game,as evidenced world."
SHELTER INSURANCE 81
7541-174
member of the host club Richard Noss
Ted
said
happy,"
"We're
wealthy
of
Australians,
ny" that the son of Northern by the tense faces
Britons,
the
of
president
Bassett,
Dancer brought a record $3.5 buyers which often belie French, Germans and Irish
Keeneland Race Course.
million at the Keeneland their deliberately casual came to the Tiffany's of
"They say (the stallions)
dress.
horse sales last week.
yearling auctions. So did
leaving the country —
are
And a woman, sitting in
"Fundamentally, this is a three groups of Arabs who some do, some don't. When
glass-enclosed very good business," said brought their own 727 they are successful, the stud
the
auditorium while colts and Will Farris of Lane's End jetliner, which was parked potential increases tenfold
fillies were auctioned at farm in the Bluegrass, which at Blue Grass Field across and the outstanding ones are
from
highway
prices unheard of only a few buys, sells, syndicates and the
syndicated and brought hack
Keeneland.
years ago, commented, races thoroughbreds.
for stud duties, generally in
'This is like playing with
Questions arise. Why the Kentucky."
After interrupting the inMonopoly money."
terview momentarily while soaring prices? Will they
"I'm not worried," said
But the four days of yearl- one of his fillies was sold ever level? Is the breeding Joe Thomas, manager of
ing sales around the lush quickly for several hundred stock of Kentucky's horse in- Windfields Farms which
bluegrass farms of central thousand dollars, Farris dustry being drained? Are sold the $3.5 million colt to
Kentucky — a curtain-raiser noted that "this room is like foreigners cornering the Englishman
Robert
at Fasig-Tipton followed by the United Nations in terms thoroughbred market?
Sangster."They get'em, but
we bring them back."
Why? Because the
foreigners can't afford in the
long run to keep and develop
the thoroughbreds, according to Thomas.
The two-way horse traffic
across the Atlantic has been
going on for 300 years, and
the latest development
historically is a reversal of
the post-World War II
decade when Americans
Frosty Atm
grabbed the breeding stock
Babv Lima toms
2011). $16.99
from Europe.
Frosty Acres
Thomas said the underly1 ing factor simply is supply
20 h.$15.29 2
Pprple HAP.=
II and demand — that there is a
Frosty Acres
shortage of Thoroughbreds
$16.15
Okra(Ireedifb..
outside the United States and
14 Lb. 4-1 Pow*
thus continued demand will
crowd Boef ...
- Si
SW
keep pushing up prices.
FOR OLDS YEAR-END SAYINGS TIME AT(HOMETOWN OLDS)
"The value of the horses is
ilamtherger Steak 12111104atilits)
$17.64
Omega Sedan
appreciating faster than inDelta 88 Royale Sedan
Cutlass Supreme Coupe
• Choice(Maio(Cot hay lildsess)
flation or the interest rate,"
Rib fy•
he said.
10-12 Lb. Avg. Lb. S4.19
That $3.5 million colt,
Thomas said, can become
Stock No. 112, oir condition, power
Stock No. 166, or condition, Lanworth $25 million in a couple
No. 136A, ow condition, automatic,
windows, tit and cruise. stereo and
dau Top, wire wheels and locks,
years if all goes well, and
tilt wheel, radio and more
much more.
stereo and much more.
that does not mean he has to
1,6.541"
$04.3494
11,9911"
win the Kentucky Derby.
Of course there is risk, he
Time has a way of moving on. now's the time to save big on
said, "but when you've been
Before you know it, it's gone. And selected Omega,Cutlass and Delta
Georerteed Tinder $
to the same well before (in
so are all the 1981 Oldsmobiles. 88 models. The time is right, and
terms of brteding4 history),
11111 CUM* far COMM WFIIPPief 4 freezing
your risk is lessened."
_ .
But your time is now. Because the deals are terrific.
1
Sangster, declaring that
the Americans now have the
OW • Paolo• CadIlles
best of Europe's mares and
some top stallions, said the
Solislied Commis.Api Our
cream is in this state and
Maki Cogan
"we're concentrating our efWaif
forts on Kentatky from now
on."'
Bassett said that of 36,000
110111187rINI-5:00 Mon.-Fri
NT N. ORM. '
foals every year in the naJ
tion, only 20 percent are sold
w
4
011101derol Inspected Meat Market In Murray."
"
at public auction, most of
them in this country.
1111111111111111MOIII MIIIIIMIOIMEWS
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Johnny Quertermous' golf ding back nine, faltering on- Sunday were the 3rd, 4th,
was as hot as the sweltering ly momentarily with a bogey 9th,18th. llth and the 14th.
On the 525-yard third, his
weather yesterday as the five on the 385-yard 18th for a
young Murray physician two-under-par 34 and his second shot was alongside
the green. He chipped to
posted a sterling five-under- sparkling 67 for the day.
within four feet and sank the
MurZtnd
the
win
to
par 67
Quertermous' big holes putt for the birdie.
ray Invitational Tournament
at the Murray Country Club
by a comfortable five
strokes.
Winner of the tournament
10 years ago vrhile a member
of the Murray State tkiiversity golf team, Quertemous
started Sunday's play in the
two-day, 36-hole medal play
tournament five strokes off
the pace before posting three
birdies and six pars going
out for a 33.
This put him at even par
for the tournament and tied
for the lead at the 27th hole
with Jay Venable, 26-yearold Paducah insurance
agent, playing just behind
him.
Lynn Sullivan, Saturday's
leader with a one-under-par
71 and son of Host Pro and
Jerlene Sullivan, ran into
putting problems from the
start Sunday and soared out
of contention with a first nine
42.
Only one stroke back of
Quertermous and Venable
on the scoreboard after the
turn Sunday was Jimmy
Brown of Paducah; the.
defending champion.
Brown had started Sunday's play two stroke beck of
Sullivan at 73 after a round
which included a triple
bogey on the 320-yard sixth
hole when his tee shot lodged GREEN DOCTOR — Johnny Quertermous took a 10in a pine tree.
year break between wins at the Murray Country Club
But, from the 28th hole on Men's Invitational Goll Tourney, but Sunday he
Sunday it was all Querterproved, like a good wine, that he improves with age.
mous as the young Murray
by five strokes after Saturday's round, the
Trailing
doctor maintained his torphysician fired a five-under-par 67 SunMurray
young
red pace with three more
comfortable five-stroke margin.
a
by
win
to
day
birdies on the long, deman-

On the 14Ward dogleg
fourth, he AA a wedge 12
feet from the pin and ran
home the putt for the second
birdie, and at the ninth sank
a 30-foot shot from the fringe
for the third.
He really took command of
the tournament at the 10th,
when, making sure the green
was clear, boomed his tee
shot over the trees on the 296yard, sharp dogleg hole to
the putting surface then twoputted for another.
At the 11th, his wedge on
he 125-yard three-par hole
was within four feet of the
hole, and he sank the putt.
After parring the 12th and
13th, he reached the green in
two on the 500-yard, five-par
14th and two putted his sixth
and final one of the day.
His lone bogey of the day,
at the 18th, came aftr a
booming drive which
delighted the unusually
large gallery cheering him
on. He went to the left on the
green with his approach
shot, used a putter to roll it
30 feet up an embankment to
within 10 feet of the cup and
two-putted for the bogey and
a 34 for the nine.
The gallery had been
following the SullivanBrown-Caldwell-Venable
foursome throughout its first
nine expecting a typical
charge from the long-driving
Brown at any moment, but
when news of Quertermous'
string of birdies reached it,
he was picked up at the 12th
green and followed in.
In the crowd around the
18th green as he finished was
his father, Dr. John Quertermous of Murray, who warmly embraced and congratulate his victorious son
as he holed his final putt
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'Mister'Snipes
Says He Wants
Champween Tag

Strike Negotiations:
New Proposal Is Old
Plan 'Smokescreen'

before the calendar turns inAn AP Sport. Analysis
By BARRY WILNER
on the line, to a certain exto 1982.
By tiA L BOCK
AP Sports Writer
tent," said Chiles. "How we
"Outaide of Cooney (and
AP Sports Writer
The executive board of the handle this is going to deter- s
VALHALLA, N.Y.(AP)- Holmes), I have the beet
striking Major League
we come out of it and"
The barbed wire fences tell record in the heavyweight
Players Association met in continue to get better...or get '
"
t you that this is no ordinary division," Snipes said.
Chicago today to discuss the worse. A phony, fictitious
fighter's training facility. "Those other guys, they're
owners' latest proposal. But settlement really wouldn't
That's all right, because just contenders. I don't want
It was unlikely they would do anybody any good. It •
Renaldo Snipes is no or- to be a contender. I want to
find much of that proposal to would be a step in a downhill :1.2
be the champ-een."
dinary fighter.
their liking.
plunge.
Mr. Snipes - that's his Snipes has been largely ig"It's just a smokescreen "If we don't address the
nickname, Mister - spent nored in the rankings. He's
on the old proposal," said real problems, then sooner ,i10
, je
•,,
some time (no pun intended) rated 10th by the WBC and
Detroit Tigers player or later we're going to have
at the Westchester County doesn't show in the WBA top
representative Milt Wilcox to say adios to baseball.
A'
Penitentiary, training for his 10.
about the owners' latest of- "We have two major '
televised (NBC) Aug. 9 "Page was ranked after
fer. That offer would require forces here, the owners and ,
MURRAY WEST ALL STARS - Representing the Murray Kentucky League as one of three local teams in the
heavyweight bout with South his 10th fight. I'm 21-0 and I
professional player compen- the players, and we have to „.
tourney,the Murray West All Stars play host Mayfield(2)on field one tonight Members of the team are(front
Afriaw Gerry Coetzee. The fought some animals.. Larry
sation for ranking free learn to live together
row from left) Scott Lyons, Joey Waller, Alan Baltzell, M&e Brock, Alan Miler, John Wuest, T.J. Gradisher,
ring was set up in the cour- Alexander,Eugene Green...I
agents in
upper 20 per- because we're dependent on
(standing from left) Tommy Vance, Justin Crouse, Sean Morton, Eddie Marello, Trevor Knight, Kevin Turner,
tyard and about 200 knocked him down four or
cent of the performance each other. We're all in the
prisoners watched as Snipes five times...Bigfoot Johnson,
Adam Chambers and(not pictured)manager lob Atkins and coach Ken Miler.
criteria on a two-year same boat. You can't sink
pounded away for six rounds he's 6-8, 250 and he hasn't
average, rather than 25 per- half a boat and expect the
at sparring partners Jeff won a fight since I beat him.
cent, as previously proposed other half to float on ahead.
I'm 21-0 against every style
Sims and Basheer Wadud.
by the owners. The players Right now we're both going
There was a delay before of fighter. I'm the best prowalked out June 12 solely down together."
the workout began and one spect in the world today."
over the issue of free agent
The player reps of the 26
solit inmate's voice sang out, Included in Snipes' list of
compensation.
teams got together to be
victims is Eddie Mustafa
"Hurry up!"
"It's just a bunch of pro- briefed on the owners' latest
"Why?" wondered a Muhammad. That's the
paganda and the owners proposal by Marvin Miller,
member of the boxing en- same Mustafa Muhammad
don't state what the long- executive director of the
tourage."Are these guys go- who lost the WBA light
term effects of it might be," union. Though a few players
heavyweight chamoionship
ing somewhere?"
added Wilcox,a pitcher.
have voiced dissatisfaction '
The Murray-Calloway 8 and under - 1st. (Jennifer Parker, Hays
Benji Gresham)
It's unlikely, but Mr. to Michael Spinks last SaturGaya Trimble, Vanessa Sammons,
MEDLEY
One of the owners, Texas with the situation, support ,'; •
10 and under - 1st. (Jason Town,
County
Swim
Team
took
seMary
6
Francis
arid
McCullar.
under
1st. (Krlsta Stalls,
Snipes hopes he's going day.
10 and under - 3rd. (Amy Burton, Vanessa Sammons, Gaya Trimble, Jonathan Gresham, Matt Shipwash, Rangers boss Eddie Chiles, for Miller is very solid
Mark Simmons)
somewhere. He plans on be- "Spinks ought to give me cond place at the Paducah Holly Brown, Lori Payne, Amy Melissa Stockham)
12 and under. Lit. (Sean Terry, Eric was thinking about the long- among the players.
8 and under - 2nd. (Mary Francis Easley,
ing the heavyweight cham- half his paycheck," Snipes Invitational meet held Satur- Lackey.
Jason Town, MattShipwash)
term effects of the strike,
And Miller has said the ex- a?
12
and
under
1st.
(Mary
Jo
McCullar,
Jennifer
Parker,
Gaya
Sim14 and under - 2nd. (Robbie Perrin,
pion of the world, and his said. "I took Eddie's con- day July 25th. Teams par- mons, Charla Walston, Cheryl Bill- Trimble, Vanessa Sarrunons
which is in its 46th day, with ecutive board won't recomChris
Franklin,
Robbie
Marquardt,
ticipating
in
the
meet
and
ington, Cathy Williams)
10 and under - 2nd. Amy Lackey
timetable calls for that to fidence out of him when I
Bob Jackson
552 games lost.
mend acceptance of the
14 and under 3rd. (Vonnie Hays, Amy Burton, Lori Payne, Holly
'
15-18 - 2nd i Jimmy Kelly, Robbie
beat him. He wasn't mental- their respective scores Bekah Brock, Kim Sykes, Leslie
happen this year.
Brown)
"The future of baseball is newest offer.
Perrin,
Chris
Franklin,
Bob
Jackson
Vernon,
Illinois
were:
Mt.
Franklin)
12 and under .1st.(Tammy Wagner,
Now there is the little mat- ly prepared for Michael. Not
BUTTERFLY RELAY
BACKSTROKE
Claris Walston, Mary Jo Simmons,
506; Murray 494; Paducah
10 and under - 2nd (Jonathan
ter of Gerrie Cooney fighting after I beat him. I embarass8 and under - 4 (Vanessa Sam- Cheryl Billington)
Gresham,
Matt Shipwash, Don
422; Calvert City 292; and mons, Jennifer Parker, Anna Laura
14 and under - 2nd.(Kim Sykes, Von- Easley,Jason Town)
Larry Holmes for the World ed him on national TV."
Fuson,Gaya l'rimble
, nie Hays, Bekah Brock, Leslie
Tenn.
278.
Dyersburg,
12 and under - 3rd. (Don Easley,
10 and under. 1st (Holly Brown; Franklin)
Boxing Council crown this The victory over Mustafa
„ This meet had some Lori Payne, Amy Lackey, Amy Bar. , 15-18 - 2nd. (Kelly Thomas, Kent Sean Terry, Eric Easley, Jonathan
fall and James "Quick" Muhammad positioned
Gresham)
Crawford, Monica Green, Marla
special "fun" events which ton)
14 and under (RObert Hopkins,
12 and under - 2nd.(Cathy Williams, Bailey 1.
Tills bidding for Mike Snipes for the bout against
Robbie Marquardt, Bob Jackson, Robincluded
an
"open"
event
in
&iffy
Flits,
Tammy
Wagner,
Mary
Jo
BOYS'EVENTS
Weaver's World Boxing Coetzee, ranked No.5 by the
bie Perrin )
FREE RELAY
the free and medley relays. Simmons)
MEDLEY RELAY
Association crown around WBA. It's also a television
14 and under - 2ncl. (Leslie Franklin,
6 and under - ind (Brett Trimble,
Sand under - 1st. (Steven Gresham,
and
women
Both
the
men
Volute Hays, Bekah Brock, Kim Caleb Johnson, Shawn Malinausk.as,
the same time. Greg Page network showdown because
Peter Johnson, Allen Rayburn,
Ashley Haak)
from Murray took 1st. (first) Sykes)
Douglas Payne)
and Michael Dokes are also former welterweight cham8 and under - 1st. (Allen Rayburn,
10 and under - lit. (Don Easley,
Swimplace
in
these
events.
BREASTSTROKE
Douglas
Payne,
Benji
Gresham,
pion
Roberto
Duran
faces
making title noises.
Brian Shell, Matt Shipwash, Jason
and under' 2nd ( Jennifer Parker, Steven Gresham)
ming
for
Murray
were:
Sue
Not to worry. Those are Nino Gonzalez in Cleveland
Gaya Trimble, Anna Laura Fuson,
10 and under - 1st. (Don Easley, Town)
12 and under - 2nd.(Don Brock, Matt
Trimble, Mel Stockham, Vanessa Sarrunons)
Jonathan Gresham, Michael Hopkins, Shipwash, Eric Easley,Sean Terry)
mere details and they don't on CBS at the same time that
10 and under - 1st. (Amy Lackey, Jason Town)
Pritchard,
and
Laurie
Sandy
14 and under 2nd. (Robbie Mardisturb Snipes, who is 21-0. NBC is showing Snipes and
Lori Payne, Holly Brown, Amy Bur12 and under - 3rd, (Eric Easley,
Chris Franklin, Robbie PerJohnson, Tom ton)
Jaen Biwa.Jamehan Gresham, Sean quardt,
After Coetzee, he wants Coetzee from Tarrytown, Martin. Mike
rin,Bob Jackson )
12 and under - 1181L-(Jennifer
-----Hudson,
and
Begley,
Mike
.
Holmes, and he wants him N.Y.
Rayburn, Cheryl 131111861an, Mary Jo
H and miler - lit (Bob Jackson.
Vernon Town swam for the Simmons,Charia Warden)
Robert Perrin, Chris Franklin, Robbie
15-18
Franklin,
Monica
3rd.
(Leslie
Marquardt)
men. Also, in this category,
Green, Marla
sf
i t
ipt
Cherta WaLston)
BACKSTROKE RELAY
CPAs a relay called the "52"
8 and under - 131. (Peter Johnson,
underDouglas
11
and
lit
(Gaya
Trimble,
Payne, Steven Graham,
relay. The ages of the four
Vanessa Summons, Jennifer Parker, Allen Rayburn)
swimmers must add up to 52. Anna Laura Fawn)
10 and under .2nd.(Matt Shipwash,
Murray took second place in 10 and under.3rd.(Lori Payne. Hol- Brian Shell, Don Easley,Jason Town)
ly Brown, Amy Burton, Amy Lackey)
14 and under - 3rd. (Bob Jackson,
both of these events. Swim- 12 and under- 2nd. (Cheryl Bill- Robert Hopkins, Chris Franklin, Robming for the girls' team lngton, Buffy Fitts, Cathy Williams, bie Marquardt)
Mary Jo Sinunons)
BREASTSTROKE RELAY
were: Amy Burton, Mary Jo 14 and under - 2nd (Bekah Brock, 8 and
under. 1st (Douglas Payne,
WASHINGTON - Mur- Washington Star InternaSimmons, Leslie Franklin, Leslie Franklin, Kim Sykes, Vonnie Alien Rayburn, Steven, Gresham,
tional
Tennis Championships
ray's Mel Purcell fell Saturand Monica Green. Swimmday in the $200,000 In a surprise upset by
ing for the boys' team were:
Czechoslovakian Stanislov
Jason Town, Chris Franklin,
Birner, 1-6, 6-3, 6-1.
Robbie Perrin, and Jimmy
In 1981,a citizen of this community will be awarded a franchise
Purcell, seeded No.12, was Kelly.
to operate an AAMCO Transmission Service Center in Murray.
High point individuals for
one of three top-seeded
players to fall in the Murray were: Jason Town
Because of inclement Bowling Green batters and
AAMCO
tourney's clay-court en- with 21 points; Bob Jackson weather, the Junior Babe gained assistance from his
A4tention Bankers, Realtors, Businessmen: You may
IA.nominate candidates from among investors, business
counters with Birner. with 181,2 points; and a tie for Ruth Baseball Tournament errorless defensive teamassociates or clients with a desire to expand present
Second-seeded Gene Mayer third with Matt Shipwash at Murray Middle School mates. He only walked five
business holdings or to increase present busmess
were
Moor
and
Robbie
Perrin
both
havTerry
was
re-located
and
No.14
at
Bowling
and
scattered
three
hits
to
Country
Club
anOaks
base. If you choose, you may place
unranked
ing
18
of
the
points.
Green
victims
for
the
final
two gain the victory.
nounced today the postpone- also
your own name in nomination.
The final meet of the games.
Jeff Brothers singled and
ment of its two-member golf Birner.
Muhlenberg County, recorded two RBI in the
scramble.
Sunday Birner dropped his season will be at Mayfield on
ttention Residents and
Originally scheduled for semifinal match to Argenti- Wednesday at 4 p.m. at the previously undefeated in the eight-hit barrage of
I'll Area Employees: You may
tourney, lost to host Bowling Muhlenberg County in the tiplace your own name in nomination,
Aug. 1-2,the two-day tourney nian Jose-Luis LeClerc, who city pool.
Murray individual winners Green 6-3 in the first game tle game.
or submit the name of an individual who
has now been postponed until advanced to the finals
Muhlenberg County now
has a strong desire to increase potential
Sept. 19-20.
against countryman Guiller- at the Paducah meet includ- over the weekend before
ed:
earnings or to become an independent businessman.
coming back 6-1 to win the hosts the substate tourney
The teams will be flighted mo Vilas.
GIRLS'EVENTS
championship.
and faces the winner of the
after the first day's score
Purcell was the only
FREE RELAY
C.L. Thomas fanned 13 Owensboro district tonight.
6 and Under. 1st. (Vanessa Saman AAMCO Center offers
and the entry fee will be $50 American to advance to the
to complete a six week trainThis opportunity will be
mons, Krista Stalls, Gaya Trimble,
the residents of this commuing program at the AAMCO
awarded to a member of this
per team.
tourney's quarterfinals.
Melissa Stockham
nity the highest standards of
Home Office in Bridgeport.
community.
i
f

Murray Swim Team Places
Second In Weekend Meet

Mel Purcell Fails In
Washington Tourney

Muhlenberg County
Wins Junior Crown

OCC Golf
Scramble
Postponed

AIR
CONDITIONin
SERVICE! 1r

Little League B-Team
All Stars Play Tonight

Murray's Little Lefigue BTeam All Stars will compete
this week in the I6-team,
double-elimination tournament at Hopkinsville.
The tournament will run
throughout the week and the
Murray representatives will
be:
Terry McCallon, Shayne

Sport

24
Plus required replacement refrigerant at 53 95 lb.

• Perform complete leak test
• Evacuate and recharge system
• Adjust drive belt tension
• Tighten evaporator,condenser and compressor mounts
• For most U.S. and some import cars
• Additional parts and labor extra, if needed.
Just Say'Charge It'
Uwe any or thew 7 ...rays to buy
CPW.1 CUSba.TIOIC.edl .
0 50,1 •ManierCard
.vow • Arnoncon Express, Cord • C_ort•
Sliondwe • Oinors•Club • Cols

An important
announcement to the
citizens and businessmen
of Murray

Gap
enEteR

itioodyear Service Store

GOLF
WILLIAMSBURG, Va.
(AP) - From a tie for the
Lead, John Mahaffey quickly
exerted his authority and,
with a solid,front-running, 4under-par 67, scored a 2-shot
victory in the AnheuserBusch Golf Classic.
Mahaffey acquired his
sixth PGA Tour triumph and
first of the season with a 276
total, 8 strokes under per on
the 6,822-yard Kingsmill Golf
Club course.
LA GRANGE, Ill. (AP)Pat Bradley sank tiebreaking 70-fObt putt on the
nth bole to shake loose from
Beth Daudet and win the 29th
USGA Women's Open with a
final toad 44 sad recordtirtisklag Sailisivar 279
total for 72 hobs.
Kathy Whitworth, the
leader entering the final

Business and banking
leaders, as well as local residents, are invited to nomi-

Morris, Bill Maddox, Mark
Whitaker, Mitch Cauley,
Charles Hampton, Patrick
Gupton, Jody Burkeen,
David Lawrence, Daryl
Rogers,Scott Butwell, Carey
Alexander, Brooks Barton,
Ben Yoo, Aaron Barrett,
manager Ron Hampton, and
coaches Diana Hampton and
Bill Milton.
Ma 'AIL

nate individuals who would
like to be in business for
. themselves. Or, an individual may submit his or her
own name for consideration
An AAMCO selection
committee will review all
candidates to select the
most qualified.
The moat qualified candidate can become part of the

growing automotive aftermarket.
The future AAMCO franchisee will be part of the
multi-billion dollar automotive aftermarket; and as
.of elAAmcg tner1/..
sUalW wilt have
support of the industry's
Consider that today. the
automotive afterrnarket
looks brighter than ever

round, slumped to a 74 and
284 total, but won $9,500 and
thus became the first woman
golfer to break the $1 million
mark in career earnings.
AUTO RACING
BROOKLYN, Mich. (AP)____
- Pancho Carter survived
an early spin, a 97-minute
race delay caused by a
serious fuel fire and a late
charge by Tony Bettenhausen to win the
accident-marred Norton
Michigan 500 Itidy-car race
at Michigan International
Speedway.
Fifteen people were hurt
during the race - 14 of them
in the fire.
The 15th and 1110601000
Injury was suffered by
veteran driver A.J. Foyt,
who crashed into a wall and
was hospitalized for multiple
injuries.

•Illesse of die average
aplegoebile is increasing.
•1 costs of new cars are
thaw at unprecedented
rates.
•The American consumer is
learning to repair, rather
than replace. the family
automobile.
• Many service stations
have cut back hours and
services, now selling only
gasoline
No mechanical or automotive experience necessarythe training needed is provided.
After selection, the future
franchisee will be expected
IMINI,41•••••••••••1111=111••••11i

PA and at selected AAMCO
Centers. A combination of
classroom and actual handson field training is required.
Once training is completed,
the selected candidate will
begin recruiting a qualified
service crew and will begin
planning participation in an
advertising program.

workmanship and servicebacked by a "Car Ownership
Warranty" that is honored
at every AAMCO Center
from Miami, Florida to
Alaska or Hawaii.
AAMCO. An investment
in the future that could pay

off in rewards foe. years to
come.
When the selected nominee becomes an A A MCO
franchisee, he or she is not
simply going into business.
The decision to become an
AAMCO franchisee is the
very first step toward financial independence. A chance
to build equity for the

The future franchisee will
enjoy the prestige of being
an independent business professional.
AAMCO will not train the
candidate selected as an
auto mechanic. What
AAMCO will do is help make
the future franchisee a busifuture,
ness professional who knows
The minimum cash
enough about automobiles
ttinMe6Velry Manitgelt
actually open an AAMCO
transmission repair
Center is 835,000-although
facility.
A AMCO's aophisticatert----18100n8 desire to be self-1111apioyed and a high level of
marketing techniques and
personal motivation are necmanagement advice will proWok assistance to help make
this business a success. And
Wbe will be considered he
the award-winning advertisan AAMCO franchise!
ing and reputation for
Any memlier of this comhie service will build
munity.
de
AriolttaCYs image in this
How to apply: Urn are
community.
interested in lcanting more
When.. AAMCO Center
about the unique opportuniopens,the entire community
ties available as an AAMCO
beeefits.
franchisee,or if you would -like to nominate someone
Wheel an individual
who wants to be in business
becomes an AAMCO franfor himself, complete the
chisee, he or she already has
coupon below.
a head-start on success
Then mail it to John
Because AAMCO's the
Sylvester, Director of Franworld's Largest chain
chise Opportunities,
of transmission specialistsAAMCO Transmissions,
with over 870 Centers
Inc.. Bridgeport, PA 19405.
throughout the United
Or better still. call toll-free
States and Canada.
800-523-0402.
But even more important,
OMMION.1.11111.Nommird•MIIMINM

Mail to: AAMCO Transmissions,408 E.4th St.. Bridgeport, PA 110406
I would like to nominate the
0 I would like to learn more
following individual as a
about the AAMCO Transfrsoeandidate.
inindsvicais franchise oppor-

tunities.
Name
Address
City
Candidates hem bliehmee

AAMCO

*lothinated by
Zip

State
Elesiesse

;
.

•
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Roll Call Set For Graduating
Class Of 1921 At Murray lith
By Kerby Jed/is

undergone the previous
month the appearance of
Halley's Comet,the previous
year the departure of the
state Militia which had
patrolled the town and county roads for the greater part
in order of the of the year to
put down the Night Rider
uprising, and arson buntings
on Main between North
Third and Fourth street.
Miss Tommie Kirkland,
first grade teacher,
shepherded her ungainly
flock in the art of drawing
water from the old green
barrel on the east side of the
building into the tin cups.
Too, Miss Tommie
engineered the discipline of
separating the boys from the
girls, boys lining up on the
east side of the building and
girls on the north. Double
desks provided accommodations for two maps,however
maintaining the sex
discrimination girls with
girls and boys with boys.
Rest room facilities were
provided in the wide open
spaces removed from the
schoolbuilding in the area of
the little creek once bisecting the playground, tighly
secured against indiscreet
peeping with a separating
high board fence, lathed at
the cracks and knot holes
with additional timbers,thus
eliminating blind spots.
(Ours was a puritannical
era.)
For the second grade, the
well trained youngsters from
Miss Tommie's Class were
already groomed for
discipleship under Miss Ida
Nance, a gracious soul
prepared to groom her
charges in the arts of ladies
and gentlemen for future
generations. In addition, she
complimented the transition
in the artetcompassion. The
momentous year was
highlighted by the occassion
when the class marched out
to the north edge of town
near the cemetery to visit
and present gifts to little
bed-ridden David Bishop, a
polio victim.
Really beginning to grow
up in the third grade under
the repertoire of Miss Maggie Houston, students

Final roll call of the 1921
graduating class of Murray
High School will be held at a
family-style luncheon Saturday noon, August 1, in the
Triangle Restaurant when
members assemble in
observance of the sixtieth
reunion. Graduating Class
members with spouses or
guests will join with others
who at any time during high
or grade school affiliated
with the class.
Mrs. Walter Denty of 2561
East Madison Street,
Charleston Ill., 61920, permanent corresponding
secretary of the Class of
1921, will be hostess for the
event with Dorothy and Kerby Jennings of 221 North 13th
Street, Murray, assisting in
preliminary arrangements.
Graduating members of
the Class of 1921 were Roberta Holton, Grade Morris,
Darrell Phillips, Frances
Bradley, Mattie Lu
Chambers, Joe Glasgow,
Moyna Jetton, Robbye
Mayfield, Lowry Rains,
Clara Louise Wall, Kathryne
Whitnell, Adolphus Erwin,
Travis Oliver, Irene Cunningham, Velma Tryee, Eva
Rogers, Hilda Dulaney,
Mayme Bagwell, Mary
Elizabeth Imes,Flowe lines,
Crawford Orr, Jimmie
Meadow, Bessie Hawley,
Robbie Rogers, Derwood
Hood, Beatrice Roberts,
Sarah Johnson, Oneida
Wear, Hafford Overbey,
Mary Lucas and Marian
Waterfield. Class motto was
The 'elevator to success is
not running'take the stairs,"
class colors lavender and
pink, and class flower,sweet
pea.
First day of school for the
Class of nn was 72 years
ago in the old Murray High
School building located on
the eastern portion of the
present Middle School
grounds, extending from Institute (Main Street) to
Price (Poplar) street. Convocation for the class was an
unforgettable occasion for
these youngsters, most of
whom were literally scared
to death for they had

presented the "Pied Piper of
Hamlin" speel downs were
held each Friday afternoon,
thus providing the basic
pyramids of the Three R's
W. T. (T.) Slecid was a
meticulous speller with
Roberta Holton the only
other member who could
hold him in check.
Probably by design, but
maybe a happenstance, Miss
Tommie Kirkland returned
to direct and re-charge her
former primary students to
introduce them to the
multiplication table,
geography and reading.
Writing was always a
basic section of study, but
few of the boys even learned
the art to the extent of identifying their signatures; girls
were by nature precise little
critters with sweeping back
hands, however no one has
ever offerered an explanation why the bend over in left
field rather than right field.
Miss Lola Holland was a
staid disciplinarian instructor in the fifth grade
with an uncanny aptitude of
double dipping capital
punishment to our cheeks in
surprise application. Miss
Lula maintained discipline
with a technical skill long
before technology was ever
accepted in the vocabulary.
No runs,few hits, no errors.
Even volcanoes blow their
sticks occasionally and-the
Class of 1921 was no exception. Just why it had to erupt
in the sixth grade is a
geological and anthropological
mystery,
casting its debris over the
lovely and gentle Miss Essie
Harrison. Like Pompeii she
could take so much of the
delinguent erupton to opt
out, but it was a Roman holiday for the rough necks
while it lasted.
But even Rome had a
Julius Caesar and the school
board had a Miss Cappie
Beale in reserve for
emergency. There is no
question the occasion was
calamitous, however Miss
Cappie was a past master in
solving juvenile delinquency. Without so much as to
have to lift her hand a subtle

capacity to lift a sharp
eyebrow in consternation,
waters were calmed and
made serene through the
rest of the year.
It would not be unfair to
mention a notable event
under Miss Bessie's brief
tenure when a steam valve
in a radiator blew out,
enveloping the second grade
classroom in steam. Someone yelled "Fire". Within
five seconds our sixth grade
was evacuated—most of
whom juinped ot me windows in hilarious confusion.
Moving upstairs to the
seventh grade was esculation into adolescent maturity; however no recognition
was afforded at the time of
being classified as junior
high. Teachers were assigned to the class according to
subject matter, an hourly interrupting factor providing
more than a mite of relief to
pupils but an ordeal to
teachers climbing double
stairways at 50 minute intervals who had previously
been accustomed to being
transfixed to a single class
room for eight hours since
the Pants Factory days.
Pant factory classes were
held in 1904-1905 after fire
had destroyed the Male and
Female Institute).
Mrs. H. P. Wear assumed
control in the eighth grade
after a year's fatal trial of
the rotational teacher
system. "Miss Neuma" was
a versatile elocutionist of the
old school and made a ge-

SS OF 1921 - Ba row, left to right: Miss Ida
Lee Nance, teacher, Larue Clark, Katie Clanton,_Mary‘kitcas, Annie McCree, Clara Louise Wall, Oneida Wear,
fiVacie Morris, Roberta Holton, Nelle Gingko,tosilV Mroader, —Wells, Thelma Alderson, Eunice Nix, Velma
Tyree, Alice Cochran.
Second rove Lyda Johnson, Mavis Drinkard, JAI Carr, Artie Harrison, Sadie Nell Hood, --- Cathey, Frances
Bradley, Ethel Langston, Beatrice Roberts, Ruby Clark, Christine Hubbs,Larue Acree.
Third row down: Oscar Holland, Pat McCree, Toad Farmer, Coy Cathey, unknown, Crit Smith, Herschel
Robertson,Ernie Langston, Muke Overbey, Miler Sale.
Fourth row down: W.T.(T.)Sledd, Denvood Hood, Henry Meyer, Leighton Purdom, Freeman (Boss) Brown,
Lonnie Shroat, Myers Nix, Raymond Alexander,John Bray, Kerby Jennings.

Photo Courtesy T. Siedd

nuine contribution to the
speaking techniques of her
chargers. In addition assigned the long poem of Edgar
Allen Poe's "The Raven" for
memory,an assignment that
drove the boys crackerhappy. (Former President
Carter would have done well
to have had her as an instructor as well as the new
feminine news cominmentator on WPSD.)
High School was a new
world both in academic pursuit and social contact.
Social parties became the inthing with boy meeting gal in
family environment. No
hanky-pants, new academic
dimensions, high school
students progressed from
one sheltering room to

another, and congregating in bit defrauding of public friends and classmates will
a hall that was anything but faith, however it retains the meet Saturday Aug. 1 Local
a study room for the neore- comfort of belonging.
residents may call Dorothy
do-wells. Regretfully, the
Jennings 753-4886 for resercurtain drops on the scene
Hope is held many old vations.
for the narrator in as much
as his preoccupation was on
the art of shooting craps, a
diversion incompatible with
paternal decorum thus
necessitating catching a
freight train for Deeetroit.
Now-rowo dilommas fad*
Nonetheless, he still lays a
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
fragile claim to the noble
As leer Nestess, it's my job to help you make the
house of the Class of 1921. It
most of your now moighborkood. Our sioppiag areas. •
required 12 years of meditaCommunity opportomities. Special attractions. Lets
tion, turmoil and transgresof facts to save yes time aid money.
sion to get back in focus the
Phis a basket of gifts for year family.
ideals of the Class of 1921
I'll ho listinting for your call.
however that inspiration of
„.,
Welcome Wagon.
yesteryear got us back on to
the track. Claiming affiliaMary Hamilton 753-5570
e King 492434$
tion to the Class of 1921 is a

Getting settled
made simple.

The nefthlkofrou trust for the brands you

LIQUIDATION SALE
Hurry...Going Out Of The Appliance/TV Business

Don't Wait...0mose
From These Deals!
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Deadline
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DESCRIPTION
ILL Ref. 10.6 as.ft.
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The deadline is near for placing Yellow Pages ads and making
changes in South Central Bell's new phone book.
The Yellow Pages is the first step four out of five shoppers take.So be sure to advertise your business under headings
for all your products and services. And tell potential customers
all about your business.The brands you catty,charge cards you
axept,special services you offer, your business hours. And
include a location map to help customers find you.
This islast call for White Pages listings too. Now's the
time to order that bold-type business listing. And to get additional listings for everyone in your household.
Don't be left out of the business builder —South Central
Bell's Yellow Pages! Call today.
'

PRICE

C11111111GE Ill

new phone book.
•

DESCRIPTION

OTT.

• Goodyear's Installment Pay Per with
long terms and low, monthly payments
• Cash
• Master Charge
• American Express
• VISA
• Donors Club
• Carte Blanche

FREE DELIVERY
• And well pock up
your worn-out
aPPIIIInCe

• Approved factory
servss

•Goodyear Service Store
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* At The Movies -A

Me Tarzan,
You Bo Derek

(Reviews Of Curren* Movies Al Merrily Theadess)
Sy KENT POR1SISTIR

Listen, I was looking forward to Tarns as much as
you were. I watch the Today
Show. I read People
Magazine. I've been following the flap over the movie's
nudity. But the movie just
doesn't work out. Bo Derek's
chest, no matter how handsome, is just not enough to
build a movie on. Taman has
all sorts of problems.
First, Bo can't act. When
she wants to look coy and
virginal,she puts her angers
In her mouth and gnaws on
them.
Next, whenever Richard
Harris is on the screen, the
film slows to a crawl as he
does his British version of
"fine" acting. Harris can't
say hello without pausing for
effect, mouthing each
syllable as if the fate of the
world hung on it, and making
faces.
John
Derek's
cinematography is pretty—but it is also slow. There
is a terrific photographic sequence of a fight between
Tartan and a python. Back
in the studio, Derek turned
the sequence into a multiple
exposure. But then he
became so infatuated with
the artiness of his darkroom
work that he let the sequence

drag on and on and on. As a
result, near the end of what
should have been the most
exciting action agoonces in
the film,dm popish the audience of the performance I
attended were fidgeting in
their seats with impatience.
There are, it is true, a few
suspeneeful moments at the
climax of the film, when
scary-looking savages capture Jane and paint her

1 In favor of
4 One of the
Kettles
6 Sharpen .
11 Soap opera
13 Ached
15 Pronoun
16 Satiating
18 Three-toed
sloth
19 Conjunction
21 Burden
22 rood fish
24 Goals
26 Song bird
28 Wager
29 Deceive
31 Let fall
33 Dysprosium
symbol
34 Arabian title
36 Haft
38 Silver symbol
40 Short jacket
42 .in away to
marry
45 Cravat
47 Bieck
49 Booty
50 Tibetan
priest
52 Loud noise
54 A state: abbr.
SS Article
56 Kitchen
appliance
59 Conjunction
81 More vapid
63red in

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Officials are hoping that a
gradual increase in ridership on the Paducah Area
Transit System will take the
new bus system beyond the
financial break-ewe point.
PATS has been operating
at a loss ever since it began
in February. But the service's weekday loss has
dropped from $40 to $25 a day
in July, according to transit
authority chairman Clay
Zerby.
Zerby said the loss was
$100 a day right after the
system began operating.
The system is partially

2 Sell to
consumer. , Answer lo 8111orilayssPlink
3 Conjunction .
0012 MUM OUU
4 Bub.
UU12 MUM EMU
5 Permit
MUD= MUG=
6 Arachnids
7 Make into
UDC MUM
leather
DUCE 130 BOUM
8 Outfits
1:112C MIMI BUDD
9 PrepositiOn
VC UUUCUUM UU
10 Tolled
UUULI 11111012 ULIC
14 Food •
Program
,
17 Swirls fitt
20 Pintail duck
23 Siberian river
24 Hebrew
month
25 identical
27 Mernorandurn
30 Ceremony
32 Take•vote
35 Thieves
37 Indigent

ting on weight? Do they
seem happy? Can they act?
And here are the results of
my research: Ten minutes,
yes, yes, yes, no, yes, no.
The R rating is due almost
entirely to Bo's breasts, but
the movie is actually very innocent and non-erotic. (I
don't count the native
Africans' breasts. Even
National Geographic doesn't
count them.)

Paducah TransY"leads Hope
System Will Get Off Ground

CROSSW01111-PI2ant
ACROSS

white to prepare her for their
fat cites lust. But between
the opening credits and that
scene, Tarsaa is flat and
tedious.
O.K., now let's get down to
what you're really curious
about — Bo's breasts. How
long, you want to know, are
they on screen? Does she
move while they're on
screen? In slow motion? Are
they sincere? Are they put-

Charles, Diana Ready For Big Day ,

IMMO UU COM
COMM BUD
UIDIOUIM COMM
WUU UOUCID UIj
0100 LOOM EMU

38 Book of
maps
39 NL team
41 Midday
43 Balanced
44 Latin
conjunction
46 Printer's
measure

more months, but changes
will be made to make the
service more attractive and
cut costs.
"The whole idea is to look
When PATS'five blue-andat the statistics and increase
white buses hit the streets
attractiveness to the
last February, Paducah had its
rider," Zerby said.
not had bus service for two
He said target date for imyears.
plementing the changes is
"I think any kind of a new Aug. 1.
business — and that's what
PATS also may provide
we are — takes time to get service to Paducah schools
going," said Zerby. "I'm and shuttle service between
getting more optimistic downtown Paducah and Kenevery month.'
tucky Oaks Mall to increase
ridership, said manager
its
"If the July numbers hold
Dwayne
Stice.
up," he said, "I would think
The transit authority Is apin two months we would be
plying for a $137,540 grant to
reaching cost recovery."
buy two more buses and
His prediction, however, semeextra equipment.
did not apply to Saturday ' So far, the operating loss service, which Zerby said not covered by subsidies is
has been operating at a $60 being made up through a reloss each day since it was in- arrangement of grants and
augurated in May.
with a $45,000 donation by a
The transit authority has local developer.
Zerby said the donation
decided to keep Saturday
supplied a cushion for
.
has
service for at least a few
the system and has allowed
some flexibility.
funded with grants, but must
still raise about $1,000 a
week in fares to recover its
costs.

Thomas K. Thornton
Graduates From
lackland Base
ARMY AND AIR FORCE
HOMETOWN NEWS + Airman 1st Class Thomas K.
Thornton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe P. Thornton of
Route 1, Murray, has
graduated from the US. Air
Force security police
specialist course at
Lackland Air Force Base,
Texas.

48 Protuberancm
51 Competent
S3 Liquefy
57 Conducted
58 Sun god
60 Poem
82 Nt. rival
84 Scale note

Graduates of the course
studied security and law enforcement and earned
credits toward an associate
degree in applied science
through the Community College of the Air Force.
Thornton will now serve at
Scott Air Force Base,Ill.
He is a 1900 graduate of
Calloway County High
School, Murray.

RS WInter
vehicles
88 Ave.
67 Cyprinold
fish
DOWN
1 Greek letter

LONDON (AP) — Prince Cheries
finds his bimidwg bride's pre-nuptial
jitters ltardly amprbing" and Lady
Diana Sgeselleit ammo tears have
endeared bitova more to her doting
public two days before the royal wedding.
Clamoring cameramen forced the
20-year-old bride-to-be to flee weeping
from Charles' polo game on Saturday.
On Sunday, she hovered in the
background at another match while
the lemonee focused on her future
mother-in-law and Nancy Reagan.
Diana's display of vulnerability
brought only encouragement from the
admiring British press.
"Chin up,cheer up, we're all behind
you Lady Ist, sad Daily Express columnist Jean Rook.
As royal wedding mania mounted,
the tabloid Sun called today "Di-Day
Minus 2"and reminded Lady Diana of
the "enormous reserve of love and
respect"for her in the land.
It was a hectic weekend of royal activity and the pace piclus up tonight
when Queen Elizabeth II gives a glittering party at Buckingham Palace
for the kings, queens, princes and
other official guests — including Mrs.
Reagan — attending Wednesday's
ceremony at St. Paul's Cathedral.
The polo match at Windsor Great
Park drew a crowd of 10,000 spectators Sunday instead of the usual few
hundred. Wearing a special visor to
protect his face, Glories scored a goal
In the England reserve team's 10-5
victory over Spain.
In a TV interview at the polo
ground, the 32-year-old prince explained his fiancee's sudden departure from the match the day before:
"It isn't much fun, actually, watching polo when you are being surrounded by people with their long
lenses, poking them at you from all
directions almost the entire time and
then taking photos, which is quite
easy to do,and saying 'looking bored.'
"I think it all adcls up to a certain
amount of strain each time and it told
eventually, which is hardly surprising."

Lady Diana also was interviewed,
replying to questions submitted by the
British Press Aasociation, and said
she was fond of polo despite reports
that she has asked Charles to give up
the game. The prince dismisaed that
notion as "absolute rubbish."

before royal romance made her an international celebrity, Diana admitted
she was having difficulty adjusting to
the glare of publicity.
"It has taken a bit of getting used to
the cameras,"she said.
Her pre-wedding nerves were "the
same as any would-be bride," she
A quiet young woman who shared a
said, adding that her goal is "being a
London flat with three other girls
good wife after July 29."
NEW YORK (AP) — Here,in Central Daylight Time,is the timetable for
highlights of the London wedding of Prince Charles and Lady Diana
Spencer on July 29.
3a.m. — Doors open at St. Paul's Cathedral.
3:30am.— General congregation seated.
4:05 am. — Junior members of the royal.fely leave St. James's
Palace by car. Arrive at St. Paul's Cathedral at 4:15's.m.
4:14 am. — Foreign crowned beads of date leave Bucidngham Palace
by car. Arrive at St. Paul's at 4:25 a.m.
4:18am.— Procession at clergy in the cathedral.
4:20 a.m. — Bridesmaids and pages leave Clarence House by car. Arrive
at St. Paul's at 4:30 a.m.
4:20 a.m. t,o 4:25 a.m. — Guard of Honor takes up position on cathedral
steps for royal arrivals.
4:22 am. — The queen's carriage procession — members of the royal
family — leave Buckingham Palace. Arrives atSt. Paul's at 4:42 am.
4:30 a.m. — The carriage procession of the bridegroom leaves Buckingham Palace. Arrives at St. Paul's 4:50 a.m.
4:35 am. — Dean and Chapter (cathedral clergy), with the Bishop of
London and Archbishop of Canterbury,in position at the West Door.
4:35 a.m. — The carriage procession of the bride leaves Clarence House.
Arrives atSt. Paul's at 4:55 a.m.
4:36 a.m. — Lord Mayor of London arrives.
5 a.m. — The bride's procession up the aisle begins to start the marriage •
ceremony. The Dean reads the opening exhortation and the Archbishop of
Canterbury conducts the marriage and gives his blessing. Prayers are said
by leaders of the Church of England,the Presbyterian Church of Scotland
and the Roman Catholic Church in England. The Speaker of the House of
Commons reads the lesson.
6:10 a.m.,approximately. — The marriage service ends.
6:20 a.m., approximately. — The carriage procession of the brichrand
bridegroom leaves St. Paul's Cathedral for Buckinglom Palace.
6:25 a.m. — The queen's carriage promotionloam& Pairs Calhdral
for Buckingham Palace.
6:42 a.m. — Arrival of the carriage procession of the bride and
.4
bridegroom at Buckingham Palmas.6:45 a.m. — Arrival of the queen'scarriage procession.Arrival of foreign
crowned heads and other other guests attending the wedding breakfast.
7:15 am.,approximately. — The royal family appears on the balcony at
Bucidngharn Palace.
10 a.m.,approximately — Departure of the bride and bridegroom — the
Prince and Princess of Wales — by carriage promotion to Waterloo
railway station en route to their honeymoon.

GOOD NEWS
REBATES FROM $390 TO

$4,300 Get Mit°$4,300 back from
Massey-Ferguson when you buy selected
new MF machinery. That's a savings
in itself.

WAIVER OF FINANCE
CHARGES Pay no finance charges
until October 1, 1981 when you finance
your new tractor with Massey. Combine
charges can be waived up to August or
September, 1982. Baler and hay tool
finance charges can be waived up to
January 1, 1982.

REBATE
COMBINES
MF 540 and 550
MF 750 and 760
MF 751 PT

$4,000
$4,000
$1,500

MF 850 and 860
MF 851 PT

Not
available

LOW 14.9% APR
FINANCING Customers who
qualify for credit with MasseyFerguson are eligible for waiver
of finance charges plus financing at
a low 14.9% annual percentage rate.

$SW FACTORY
ALLOWANCES Massey's given
us special $800 factory allowances to
work with on 34 to 81-horsepower
farm tractors for even bigger
savings.

WAIVER OF FINANCE
CHARGES

SibE3
WAIVER
of finance
charges until
Aug. 1,1981 (graki)
Sept. 1, 1981
(corn/bean)

FR ACTORS

IrHEY SAY WE CAN80kROW
TWO
OWOUR HOUSEI

MF 4800 and 4840
MF 4880 and 4900

93,700
$4,300

MF 2675 and 2705
MF 2745, 2775 and 2805

$1,300
$1,700

Industrial Tractors
MF Ind. Tractor Loaders
MF Backhoe Loaders
MF 60 TBL

8600
$750
$950
$2,000

1 4.9°/0APR
WAIVER
of finance
charges
until Oct. 1,1981

4

WAIVER
MF 205 and 205-4
MF 210 and 210-4
-MF 220 and 220-4

$300
$400
$500

HAY EQUIPMENT

If you own Mg home,
y. can get a large loan, too.
,Because you have equity — and
that's muscle when you need a loan
up into the thousands.

0.4.111.111,cA

4I"
Wm kat year ban

WAIVER

MF 1440 Round, 120, 124,
126, 128 and 130
Rectangular Balers
MF Ha Tools

of finance charges
until Jan. 1, 1982

HCAVWYCKLAPPLY?
Just phone. When you see for
yourself how fast we say "yes."
you'll wonder why you waked so
long! Call todayl
rooms, no PREPAYMENT
PENALTIES, NO SRO*f!'",ESE

In Pilaw:
Suits 2. Bel-Air Shopping Center
783-11173

-.•••-4•••••••••4•1•01•......1•P',
-

of finance charges
until Oct.1, 1981

OR

MF 1560 Round Baler

7

14.
•

REDUCED INTEREST
RATE

financing after
waiver period
ends

•

•.... *as
!ASK V 11111
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[Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

1. Lege otrnriFe---

LEGAL NOTICE TO PROPOSERS
CONSULTING ENGINEERING SERVICES
RUNWAY ASPHALT OVERLAY,
ENLARGEMENT OF PARKING APRON,
AND THREE CUTTING AND OBSTRUCTION
REMOVAL PROJECTS
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY AIRPORT
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
Sealed Bids for furnishing Consulting
Engineering Services for Runway Asphalt
Overlay, Enlargement of Parking Apron, and
Tree Cutting and Obstruction Removal Projects anticipated for the Murray-Calloway
County Airport, Murray, Kentucky will be
received by the Murray-Calloway County Airport Board in the Office of the Murray City
Clerk, Murray City Hall, Southyifth Street,
Murray, Kentucky 42071, until 2.O0 p.m., Local
Time, August 14, 1981, and immediately
thereafter will be opened and read.
_Scope of work includes design of asphalt
overlay over Runway, Turnarounds, Apron,
Taxiway,and painting markings; site preparation and paving Apron Expansion and painting
markings; land surveys, tree cutting and
obstruction removal required; prepare plans,
specifications and contract documents; administer construction bid letting and contract
awards; provide liaison and documentation required by the Federal Aviation Administration
under the ADAP Program; administer the construction and work contracts; provide resident
construction inspection. Total estimated
budget Mr projects is $350,000 to 8400,000.

Information and Selection Criteria document
may be obtained from the Office of the Murray
City Clerk, Murray City Hall, South Fifth
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. Telephone:
--'102)75342217
The Murray-Calloway County Airport Board,
in accordance with Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1969, 78 Stat. 252,42 U.S,C.- 2000d to 2000d4 and Title 49, Code of Federal Regulationt,
Department of Transportation, Subtitle A, Office of the Secretary, Part 21, Nondiscrimination in Federally-assisted programs of the
Department of Transportation issued pursuant
to such Act, hereby notifies all Bidders that it
will affirmatively insure that in any contract
entered into pursuant to this advertisement,
Minority Business Enterprises will be afforded.
full opportunity to submit Bids in response to
.11ris invitation and will not be discriminated
against on the grounds of race, color, creed,
sex, handicap or national origin in consideration for an award.
Murray-Calloway County
Airport Board
Hugh L. Oakley, Chairman
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Max W. Parker, Administrator, of the estate of
Jessie Flora, Deceased. ExAN ANGEL APPEARED TO
ME,SCHROEDER,AW TOLD
ME TO GIVE THIS MESSAGE
TO THE

OUCH---OUCH---

ceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before August 5. 1981,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson. Circuit Court
Clerk.

WHAT'S
WRONG,
NANCY?

WERE YOLI
CI4LJR04
Y,
BEETLE?

WHEN I TIE
A STRING
ON MY
FINGER TO
REMEMBER
SOMETHING,
I LOSE IT

SUNDAY...
SUNDAY...
- rtirelm

WA5
SUNDAY?

WHAT DO VDU
StJGGE5T FOR

I EXPECT TO

BE PERSECUTED...

TODAY I
WANT TO
REMEMBER
TO BUY
SOCKS---

NEVERMINO

I'D LIKE "ID KEEP IT
UNDER 410

A WE001,46

Legal

ing
A final settlement of acAnn P
counts has been filed in the
Circuit Court
Clerk
Calloway District Court by
Carol Anne Koertner Milez,
A periodical settlement of
Executrix, of the estate of
accounts has been filed in
Margaret Koertner, Deceasthe Calloway District Court
ed. Exceptions to this setby Joe Rob Miller. Guardian
tlement must be filed in
for Jeffrey Rob Miller,
the Calloway District Court
Minor Child. Exceptions to
on or before August 5.
this settlement must be fil1981 the date of hearing
ed in the Calloway District
Ann P Wilson Circuit Court
Court on or before August
Clerk.
5. 1981. the date of hearing
A final settlement of acAnn P Wilson, Circuit Court
counts has been filed in the
Clerk.
Calloway District Court by
Carol Anne Koertner Mikez,
A periodical settlement of
Executrix, of the estate of
accounts has been filed in
Albert C. Koertner. Deceasthe Calloway District Court
ed Exceptions to this setby Joe Rob Miller, Guardian
tlement must be filed in
for Gregory Steven Miller,
the Calloway District Court
Minor Child. Exceptions to
on or before August 5
this settlement must be fil1981, the date of hearing.
ed in the Calloway District
Ann P Wilson, Circuit Court
Court on or before August
Clerk.
5, 1981. the date of hearing.
A final settlement of acAnn P. Wilson, Circuit Court
counts has been filed in the
Clerk.
Calloway District Court by
Department 'of Human
A final settlement of acResources, Committee for
counts has been filed in the
E. M. Maynard, IncompeCalloway District Court by
tent. Exceptions to this setPauline Lassiter. Executrix
tlement must be filed in
of the estate of Lillian
the Calloway District Court
Payne, Deceased. Excepon or before August 5.
tions to this settlement
1981, the date of hearing.
must be filed in the
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
Calloway District Court on
Clerk.
or before August 5, 1981,
the date of hearing.
A periodical settlement of
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
accounts has been filed in
Clerk.
the Calloway District Court
by Eunice Schroader. ComA final settlement 04 acmittee for Flora Shroader,
counts has been filed- in the
Incompetent. Exceptions to
Calloway District Court by
this settlement must be fil- ..-Erederick Wells Shepard
eciirifhe Calloway District , and Herbert Pratt Shepard,
Court on or before August
--Jr„._ Co-Executors of the
5. 1981, the date of hearestate of Herbert Pratt
ing.
Shepard, Deceased. ExcepAnn P. Wilson, Circuit Court
tions to this settlement
Clerk.
must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
A periodical settlement of
or before August 5, 1981,
accounts has been filed in
the date of hearing.
the Calloway District Court
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court 7
by William Y. Lloyd, GuarClerk.
dian for Eric Martin Ferree
and Christina Rebecca Fer...-A final settlement of acree, Minor Children. Excepcounts has been filed in the
tions to this settlement
Calloway District Court by
must be filed in the
Murphy Hudspeth, ExCalloway District Court on
ecutrix, of the estate of or before August 5, 1981,
Priscella Hudspeth, Deceasthe date of hearing.
ed. Exceptions to this setAnn P. Wilson, Circuit Court
tlement must be filed in
Clerk.
the Calloway District Court
on or before August 5,
A periodical settlement of
1981, the date of hearing.
accounts has been filed in
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
the Calloway District Court
Clerk.
by Max W. Parker, Committee for Plomer Flora, InA final settlement of accompetent. Exceptions to
counts has been filed in the
this settlement must be filCalloway District Court by
ed in the Calloway District
Gerald Lee Coles, AdCourt on or before August
ministrator, of the estate of
5. 1981. the date of hearAnthony Lee Coles, Deceas-

IF A FOUL BALL 15 HIT
BEHIND THIRD A5E, IT'S
THE SHORTSTOP'S PLAY!"

REALLY'? I DIDN'T KNOW
THEY NAPA PLAST

ANNIVEOSARY

ANNIVERSARY?'

29,
Notice
ed. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District Court
on or before August 5
1981, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court. All
claims against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six months
of date of qualification.

\_
•"&:1111E1
-6
'
Nay -

VVra:r'
p
•

WANT TO
BUY
Poker Table. Call
4362598 after S.
ask for David.
Charlie Brown Play School,
1617 W. Olive. Daily, $5.50
or hourly, $1.00. Call
753-735
Copy and restoration
II work West Sy s Finest I
Carter Studio
753 8296
I 300 Main

Russell J. Carlson, 1512
Kirkwood Dr., Murray, KY,
DECEASED. June Carlson,
1512 Kirkwood Dr., Murray,
KY, ADMINISTRATRIX.
John A. Gregory, Jr., 204 S.
6th St., Murray. KY, ATTORNEY.
Will the party who phoned
about a possible trade of 40
acres of lake property for a
3 bedroom house in town
Please call 753-7508.

Reba Alexander, Hardin, KY
42048, DECEASED. James
R. Alexander, 135 Clinton
Ave., Farmer City, 11 61842,
EXECUTOR.
Robert 0.
Miller, Courthouse, Murray.
KY, ATTORNEY.
Numon A. Garner, 513
Broad St., Murray, KY,
DECEASED.
Halton C.
Garner, Box 5940, Murray,
KY EXECUTOR. M. Ronald •
Christopher, 205 S. 6th St..
Murray, KY, ATTORNEY.
0,,iwwwww
Complete Engine
'Tune-Up 4-6-8 Cyl.
•
S35 00
'11 ECONOMY TIRE
•
Et SERVICE
•

753 8500
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
X For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
311. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
411. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
60. Med Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
liestaturna 57. Wanted

PECIAL
THIS WEEK
Stories
D/ A
Amtmimatie Motel

Shogiphois Or. II sm.N p.m.
7E14113

1
1

......zu5g0v,
j

Kr

2. Notice

What we do best is care
Needline, 753-6333

A 14 Kt. GP chain will
be given away FRUwith the purchase of
any boat or shoe.
VIRESIPS
=ME
STORE
Olympic Shook! Cootir •
pi.9 am.to 9 p.m.

6. Help Wanted

AN,
4 Heavy
Duty
Lifetime Shocks
Installed
Now
Only $49.00
ECONOMY TIRE
Er SERVICE

!

Edward Young Morgan, Rt.
8, Box 325, Murray, KY
DECEASED. Lillian Audrey
Morgan, Rt,.. 8, Box 325.
Murray,
EXECUTRIX.
Gary R. Haverstock, 105 N
6th St., Murray, KY, AT.

$195.00
Sold &
Silver
Pew.Shop

HEY_ THERE'S STRIPES.
HELLO,STRIPES„TAKE ME )
FOR A RIDE „,

2. Notice

20. Sports Equipment

Needed a baby sitter for a
teacher starting Aug 20th.
Call between 5 - 8 pm
759-1831.
Needed, experienced CleanUp man. Call 753-1840.
Teachers need babysitter.
Call answering service,
753-3315.
Wanted sitter in my home
for 2 children, 7:30 - 33011
Monday thru Friday. To
begin August 19th. Call
753-0372.

The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville function KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914

22. Musical

205 S. 516
753.4469

ODYSSEY 2 1
The vide. game that
beet Atari, In stock
and en display et:

/. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984

CLAYTON'S

9. Situation Wanted

(Across froomB1 K)

I will babysit in my home,
next to Robinson School
from when school is out
until they are picked up
Call 753-4416.
Wanted. Signs to paint,
reasonable rates. For more
information, call 437-4983.
Will do labor work. $3.50
per hour. Call 431-4372.
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751.

23. Exterminating

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control

10. Bus. Opportunity

Pl.. 751 1114

24. Miscellaneous

JEANS AND TOPS STORE
250 top brands available.
Nation's leading Clothing
Wholesaler will help you
open your own store within
3 weeks. $16,975 includes
all. Call 1-800-241-6910.
Ext. 34.

"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
Rt. 6, Box 325 (Irvan Cobb
Rd.), Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 436-5894.
Peaches for sale, $10 a
bushel. Cell 436-5427.
Shop without going shopping - The Amway Way.
Complete product line, fully
guarented. Call 753-7798:
T-bucket and frame, $140.
21,000 BTU air conditoner,
$180. Call 759-1322.

NIFA INSURANC CO.

JIM FAIN
AGENT ,

Roger Hudson now has a
good selection of concrete
pottery in stock. Call
753-4545 or come by and
see. 10 miles East on Hwy
94.
Fast, dependable form
and truck tire service.
Coll
/53 8500,
Economy Tire 8. Ser
vice

S. Lost & Found
Lost: Male black Labrador,
9 months old. Answers to
name "Freed". Lost in
vicinity of 15th and Main.
Reward offered. call 7536930
Reward for tan quilted
nylon ladies bag, contains
wallet. books. Call 753-

Help
6.
0211.

Wanted
HELP WANTED
Night shift cooks,
experienced prefered. Apply in person
JERRY'S
RESTAURANT
South 12th St.

ATTENTION
Demonstrators needed to
show toys and gifts. Home
party plan until December.
Work your own hours. Free
kit. House of Lloyd. Call
(502)759-4807
General news reporter,
must have journalist training and background
knowledge of all high
school sports and camera
equipment. Call 1-5273162.
Help Wanted, Programer
Analyst. Minimum I year
experience, in RPG2 on
System 34. Moderate travel,
nationwide desireable
Fringes and incentives are
excellent, salary negotiable.
Send confidential resume
Ie TOMOSIOW yslems, Inc.,
_P.O. Box 31, Paris, TN
38242.
- Looking for someone to care
for 3 month old baby in my
hope. Monday thru Friday.
Call 753-8382.
Need part time baby sitter
for infant in my home. Call
759-4486.
RN wanted, basic medical
and surgical care. Competitive salary, good benefits
Apply, Marshal County
Hospital, Benton, KY
MEMAKERSE Earn exra cash! Work your own
ours. MERRI-MAC
eeds several dealers in
r area to offer our
e of toys, gifts and
decor kerns on
e party plan. Nei
commissions. leo inestmetsi, digik
or

ollectityv .trnd
one needed. Ako
ing parties. Cal toll
ree- 1-800-551-9077, of
C: ME:EMI-MAC, 301
Street,
kson
,Iowa 52001.

614 Se. 4411 St
Mulvey, Ky., 42071
Sue.(61/21 7634432
Row (6021 7634371
UPS,HEALTH,HOME

BALANCE DOE ON(w
oneetlely payments)
Rental
!sterns:
Three celer TV's.
Tw•
microwave
evens.

Motor for a 1963, 700
series Ford truck. Call 4365812 after 6 pm.
Need cash? Will buy white
oak veneer. Highest prices
ever. Direct buyer. Call
527-1630.

CLAYTONS
753-7575

15. Articles For Sale

16. Home
Furnishings
Vinyl wall paper Buy-Out. In
stock values to $13.95,
single roll, now $4.59
single roll, while it lasts.
The Sherwin Williams
Company.
Washer and dryer. $100 for
both. Call 753-9786. If no
answer, 753-3940.

19. Farm
Equipment
Super A Farmall tractor.
Plow, cultivators, hair,
mower, disc, and blade
Good tires, new paint. Call
after 7, 901-587-6521.

2 Bi
unit
no
reqi
4 p.
Extr
apar
ap
was!
pets
Furr
ficie
bedi
roon
men
660'
Furr
Apai
how
ram
bepi
requ
Apai
dow
410'
One
bedi
mon
air
turn
753.
Two
West
hwa
disp
ficie
ble
or 31

26.TV-Radio

14. Want To Buy

Oregon chain saw chains,
3/8" pitch. For 16" bar,
$7.99, or 20" bar, $8.99.
Wallin Hardware.
Tomato juicer, Victorian
200. No peeling, coring or
cooking does a bushel in
30 minutes, $23.99. Berry
screen or grape spiral,
$6.99. Wallin Hardware.
Paris.

COO'

Ind!
Rail
fen(
rent
reqt

31.

---4L-insurance
HODGE & SON

27,(
coni
715
We.
airbuy
Dill'

1,
$11
frc
sin
car
Off
12

Varmit base linear, XL-150
with side band and A.M.
with GTX 5000 base, with
Turner desk mike. Good
condition, $150. Call 7536416 after 5 p.m.

28. Mobile Homes
For Rent
12x65' house trailer, 2
bedrooms, $150; in
country, 4 miles out. 2
Bedroom, in town, $145
Call 759-4592.
Completely furnished 2
bdrm. mobile home 21s2
miles east of town. $110
per month, deposit Coleman Real Estate. 753-9898.
Double wide 24x60, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, spacious
living and dining area. Gas
appliances. New Concord
area. 436-2676.
Trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court
Two bedroom trailer near
Murray, no pets. Call
489-2611.

1(
Kt
PI

di
TI

It
01

Ii
0

ATTENTION
ALL CUSTOMERS OF THE
'
MURRAY NUMBER I WATER
DISTRICT

C

THERE WILL BE AN INTERRUPTION OF
WATER SERVICE ON WEDNESDAY, JUI4
29, FOR APPROXIMATELY THREE HOURS:.
COMMENCING Al 10:00 A.M. THIS ACTION IS1 NECESSARY ffiLDRIHRTO COAL
PLETE - THE 9'4EAST- -RELOCATION
PROJECT.

4

111011 Sherry Lane
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-753-0414

Member: Kentucky Pest Control
Assn., National Pet Control Assn.
Serving West Kentucky for over 25
years. Now offering our services in
Murray and Calloway County.
Termites are our specialty
Our trained courteous profession91s.
' are waiting to take can of any of
your ifiduttrial; commercial or
residential pest control needs.
FREE ESTIMATES AND INSPECTION.
Cal day or night 753-0414
.

4.440.411441110414111011.4414411,
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29. Heating-Cooling 32. Apts. For Rent
27,000 BTU Admiral airconditioner, $200. 7537151.
We. repair and clean
air-conditioners. We, also
buy used air-conditioners.
Dill's Electric. 753-9104

ent

in
'est
no
in
3oy
of
KY
Jay

30. Business Rental
Commerical building in a
industratl area along
Radrod ave. has 1400 sq ft
fenced in lot with gate. For
rent $150 per month. Lease
required. Call 753-9400.
32. Apts. For Rent
2 Bdrm. apart. furnished or
unfurn. New carpet. Adults,
no pets. Lease and deposit
required Call 753-1/08 of
4 p.m.
Extra nice 2. bedroom
apartment, All kitchen
appliances,
plus
washer/dryer furnished. No
pets. 753-0814.
Furnished Apartments, efficiency, one or two
bedrooms. Also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th. 7536609.
Furnished one bedroom
Apartment in lake front
house with private boat
ramp, Panorama Shores.
Deposit and references
required. 436-2484.
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109, or 436-2844.
One bedroom Apt, $80. Two
bedroom Apt. $100' per
month. Stove refrigerator,
air conditioner, water
furnished. Linn Grove. Call
753-7874. --Two Bdrm. duplex in
Westwood Subdivision. Dishwasher, Stove, refrig.,
disposal. Very energy ef
ficient. /250 month: Available Aug. 1st. Ph. 753-3742
or 305-792-5565.

ed
sh
ne
in
)b
1
a

ly

r,

2

now '

Now Leasing

MTJR-CAt
APARTMENTS

Two bedroom apartments in
attractive setting, carpeted,
central heat and au,
kitchen appliances furnished, washer/dryer hook
up. 753-7550, or 753-7559

33. Rooms for Rent
Rooms for rent, one block
from University. Call 7531812 or 753-6933.

34. Houses For Rent 43. Real Estate
Two bedroom small house,
partly furnished, air conditioned. $160 per month
water furnished. Call 4892595.

36. For Rent Or
For lease

Extra nice 3 bedroom house
located in Murray, $495 per
month. Secunty deposit
34. Houses For Rent and 1 year lease required,
2 B.R. house, unfurnished, no pets. Call 436-2935 or
large living room, carpet, 753-0839.
fireplace, gas heat, $200 For Lease 2 Bdrm duplex
per month. 713 Elm. Call apartments. Central heat/753-9228 after 5 PM.
air, carpets. Man and wife,
3 Bedroom house newly or lady teacher. Call
decorated; air-conditioners, 492-8850, or 753-8067.
garden spot. No pets. Four 38. Pets-Supplies
Miles west of Murray, $225
per month. Call 753-4406 AKC Boxer puppey Male.
Call 753-0347.
or 435-4119.
4 miles south, $125 month, AKC German Shepherd
references and deposit puppies 28 champions in 5
generations. Also registered
required. Call 753-6753.
Eskimo Spitz puppies.
Four bedroom, two baths, 502-554-2153.
lots of cabinets, heat
pump, near MSU. Call 41. Public Sale
7535791 or 759-1074 or Garage Sale. Tuesday, July
753-2649.
28th. Starts at 1:00, 301 S.
6th.
House partly furnished on
Ky lake. $175 per month Moving sale. TV Steno, attic
plus deposit. Call cleanout, garden plow,
some chickens and blocks
753-6123.
Large house, near Univers- left, plaster art molds, lots
ity. Has upstairs apartment more. Kirksey 489-2330.
that could be sublet. If 43. Real Estate
interested call 753-5870.
.MAKE SOMETHING OF IT
Nice 6 room house, garage,
- No. 107 - 100 ACRES
M/L. Farm could be
on shady lot, quiet area.
developed into catfish farm,
Call 753-7862.
hunting retreat, stock farm
or row cropland. YearPanorama Shores, Lake
round creek reported. Joins
front house, private boat
TVA boundary and river
area of Kentucky Lake. 1,4
fafnp, tW bedroom, utility
mile off numbered route. 50
room, garage, kitchen
tillable acres, 30 acres
appliances furnished. Dewooded. Power and phone
available Owner terms on
posit and references re$100,000 price.
quired. 436-2484.
Strout Realty
Three bedroom, newly
)0E. L. KENNON,
decorated, garden space;
1912 Coldwaler ad.
Murrav, KentuckY 4271
double garage, furnished or
Call 753-41100(anytime I
unfurnished, air conditioner, Call 753-5209 or
753-2876.
Appraisels
Three bedroom house near
ening - Management
Ky lake, completely furand Sales.
nished. Includes washer
_RON TALENT
and dryer $200. Deposit
REALTOR
required. 753-8964 after 5
753-9894
pm.
&Oiler
.

1, I $ 3 bedroom units hoe
$165.00 per me. Hansopped unit Neely con- ; Two Bedroom brick house Hemmed In? The open
near University. New inside, spaciousness
skirkid metal heal and sir,
of this one
--married
couples, no pets. floor plan makes
csrpelsd, 'dicks§ appkamee.
the kitAvailable.
753-3942.
chen, dining area, and livOffice Hours itos,fri.
T%vo-story, 4 bedroom, 2 ing room practically one
12:00 Nom.
bath home with full huge room with beamed
llorIkrood Dr.
basement. 207 S. 12th. cathedral ceiling and inHaney, Ky.
$350 per month. Re- direct lighting. The 3
501159-4924
ferences and deposit. Call bedrooms are in a quiet
Emal Housing Opporkirtity
Betty at 753-3882, days, or separate wing. Add 1 and
753-5643, nights. '
34 baths. This home has an
assumable loan...priced in
the low 40's. Call 7531492...Offered by Century
Friday, July 31st and Saturday August 1st at
21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
10:00 a.m. On highways 62 and 641 between
Kuttawa and Barkley Dam, 30 miles east from
-_•••...... • .
a
Paducah at 178 miles west from Louisville.
lemeersoce &
Lee's Flea Market, lot 500' x 200' containing
Real Estate
2.3 acres. Selling due to illness - a complete
SmethsIdo Cmert Sq.
dispersal. LAND, BUILDING, MOBILE HOME, FIXMurray, Kentucky
TURES & CONTENTS. Selling first promptly at
753-4451
10:00 a.m. Friday, July _list will be the Real
Estate.
1 Building lot, 1%
The main building is 204' long, one section is .
16' wide and 144' long and is built on the fashion
ocres. Reduced for
of a motel. The main structure is 30' x 60' with 2
quick sole. Owner
nice apartments on the lower level with electric
leaving town.
heat; it is fully insulated in walls & ceilings and is
Woad Waldrop
less than 6 years old, on a lot with 400' frontage
Rod Estate
on the highway and 200 deep, on abundance of
Rade Jeff's
&
1_
Coiner
water from a deep well with all new equipment.
759•1707
TRACT No. 2 is o vacant lot 100' front on the
highway and 200' deep. This market is an ideal
Welcome to "Open House"
location in the heart of the lakes area; on 2 busy
Thursday July 30th at 1615
highways and is one of the most widely known
Hamilton.. 12% financing
and respected markets to be found anywhere.
available on good two
Open for inspection Wednesday, July 22 from 11
bedroom house near MSU.
til 1 and Still 8.
Only $21,500. C.O. BonduSelling next on Friday will be a 12 x 60 Schultz
rant Realty 753-3460.
all electric mobile home with central heat and air,
less than 2 years old, to be moved or left on a
land rental basis. Then the remaining part of the
-day we will sell good glassware - some furniture tools & primatives.
Saturday, August 1st we will sell all remaining
BOYD-MAJORS
glassware - furniture - tools - primatives &
REAL ESTATE
- 1513-11088'
irarflectibles. A partial -fist selling both -days • •
be:
"Professemal Services
FURNITURE: Oak, tables & chairs - wash stanith The Friendly Touch"
ds, round tables & chairs - ladderback chairs CHOICE
BUY
kitchen cabinet - hall trees - bookcases - desk - _4,1208 Olive
St.-3 BR.,
mantels - rockers - china cabinet - 4 showcana
/
2 story, full
B.V. 11
4 glass showcases - magh. 4 poster bed - buffit - - basement. New cellsets of choirs - brass cash register - celluloid "
tral gas furnace and
boxes - stained glass windows - camel bock trunk
central
a i r- brass items - misc. wooden boxes - scales conditioning,
baskets - granitewore & tin - crocks, jugs, chums
fireplace, draperies
- sod irons - shoe lasts - horse collars - homes,
included. Well landknobs - traps - grinders - shellers - blacksmith
scaped lot, detached
tools - cidermill, form bell - coffee mill - tools of
garage, paved
all kinds - pitcher pumps- iron tea kettles - lard
driveway. Walking
distance to Universikettles - GLASSWARE: carnival - custard ty, restaurants, etc.
depression - pressed glass - crystal - waterford In Low 50's,
kerosene lamps -mitk gloss - occupied Japan Old Sleepy eye - Van Briggle - Mojelica - McCoy,Frankoma - Austrian • Bavarian. Form tools, milk
CHOICE LOCATION
cons, misc. collectibles - iron stoves of all kinds,
641 S. Newly listed
primitives - Kuttawa Joe, built for Waltlisney in
two lots (100x375'
1948. The market will operate as usual thru July
each,) only short
26. •
distance
from city.
lad sod Newts Lao,
CommCrdirr 01
Solo by
building site. city
Thomas Whits & Son Auction & laity
water available.
•
Kuttawa, Ky.(502)318-7251 or 388-7088
Thomas White, Ilectionoor •
753-8080
4111Mhk
411.

i,

I

AUCTION

43. Real Estate

47. Motorcycles
1977 Yamaha 400 CC,
good condition Will take
$550 cash Call 436-5420
after 5 pm

adaatab
753-1222
ameres rose e nuw
JUST COMPLETED
And ready for a new
owner.
Three
bedrooms, great
room, three full
baths, very attractive kitchen, large
utility room and tw
car garage. Loca
in new developmen
adjacent
Gatesborough. 1m
mediate possessio
and priced in
$60's. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty,fo
all the information.
NEW LISTINGCANTERBURY
Neat and attractive 4
bedroom, 21
/
2 bath
home with den,living
room and formal dining room. Tastefully
decorated home and
beautifully
landscaped lawn. Garage
converted
to
ameroom. Offered
n mid $70's through
opperud Realty,711
Main Street.
Figures Don't Lie. $8.80 per
sq ft. makes this 2500 sq
ft. house the best buy in
town. House is unfinished
so you can add your own
personal touches and
decorating ideas. See this
today. CaH Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.

BARGAINS
Lake front cottage.
Four rooms and bath.
Located on main lake,
deep water.
Also
Three bedroom home,
carport and garage
located 10 miles
west, with or without
acreage. Make Offer.
7534898
•
RtAl
/ PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Horse County- 10 acres or
park your mobile home and
enjoy this country setting.
Acreage completely fenced,
well and septic incl uded...conventent location between Mayfield and
Murray. Take a look today.
Offer by CENTURY 21,
Loretta Jobs, Realtors...7531492.

maw
753-1222
Homes FOR UVITIG
WOODS
One of the newest
orms of home contraction today is
also one of the oldest.
See why thousands of
home buyers are turning to the comfort
and economy of log
homes. Located only
minutes from town
and features three
bedrooms,two baths,
fully equipped kitchen and great room.
Phone 753-1222, for
full-time Real Estate
Service.
QUALITY SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF
Recently listed
bedroom brick home
on large, beautifully
Ian
hot In
U
neighborhood
Features include liv
ing room wit
fireplace, indirec
lighting and built:
music system, for
mal dining room,
family room and
extra-large two-ca
garage. Home has
recently
been
redecorated
throughout. Priced in
the 60's. Price jus
reduced $3000. Phone
753-1222 for all the
ils.

48. Auto. Services
Three bedroom brick
home in excellent
condition on quiet,
no-outlet s -410111Ariear
the libra ,14abital,
city
and
Urn
Let
ups
2-bedroom
apar ent help
make your mortage
payments. Home is
neat as a pin, and
priced to sell. Low
950's, Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty.

KEY
AIM PARTS
Ms s. St,
Itealmelisy

Batteries, tiros,
wheel cowers, awe
accessories. 24 hoar
irwiNg. Also. amplots Nes of used
U's.-.
7534500

49. Used Cars

1972 VW Super beetle. Call
767-4442 after 4 pm.
1976 Ford Torino, 2 door,
ATTRACTIVE
excellent condition. Call
ASSUMABLE LOAN
492-8865.
Quality, beauty an
1977 Chevrolet Chevette, 2
convenience are
door hatchback, 45,000
few of the adjective
actual miles, 4 speed. Air,
that describe this
new tires, nice. Call
bedroom, 2 bat
753-9181 or 753-8124.
home, less than
years old. Home i
1977 Mustang, ac, pb,AM
Fm Stereo, 8 cly, new tires,
sparkling clean an
features a family $3,200. Call 753-4376
before 2 pm.
room, fireplace wi
Wood stove, hea
1979 Mazda RX-7. Call
pump and central 753-6470 after 5 P.M.
air. Located 1 mile
1981 Corvette, loaded with
north of Coldwater extras. Call 759-1187 after
on 121 North in the 5 pm.
Ben DeField Subdivision, Priced at 69 Nova Coupe,V-8 auto$44,500 through Kop- matic. No rust, motor has
perud realty, 711 cam and lifters, and four
Main Street. Look for barrel carberator. New vinyl
our red, white, and top. 753-8780.
blue
signs-- 78 MGB, 24,000 miles.
$3800. 753-5744.
Ev.erywhere!
For Sale, Dune buggy,
factory tube frame, new
44. Lots For Sale
One lot for sale, 140 ft x tires and new motor. Call
140 ft. Close to Kentucky 753-6215 or 7538329 after
5 pm.
Lake. Call 753-8810.

45. Farms For Sale
Take your pick close in or
far out-Hobby farm close to
town with good 3 BR home,
concrete block garage,
several outbuildings, 300
ft. road frontage on major
highway.
OR
Working man's farm at the
end of county road
maintenance. 3 BR home, 2
fireplaces, 8 stall stock
barn, 3600 stick tobacco
barn, one acre tabacco
base.(Attention Mrs. A, this
is the most remote farm in
the county.) Call Spann
Realty Associates, 7537724.

46. Homes For Sale
5 Room house with large
lot, outbuilding, fruit trees.
In Stella. Call 753-3724
after 5 p.m.
6 Room frame house near
hospital. Priced to sell.
753-2354.
Brick house in Coldwater,
3 bedroom, 2 Fith, living
room and den, 2 car garage,
on large lot. $49,900. Call
75662493 or 489-2145.
Brick house, 2 yrs. old. 3
bdrms., 2 baths, formal
dinning room, large den,' 2
car garage, concrete drive,
large patio; Izouse has many
extras. Owner will consider
financing, see at 1809
Wiswell Rd. or call 7530839 or 436-2935.
By Owner: 1505 Oak Drive,
BV with 1400 plus sq. ft.
living area, fully carpeted, 3
bedrooms, built-in kitchen
and family room combination, living room, utility,
one large bath, lots of
storage. Low 540's. Call
753-9818. Must see to
appreciate.
By owner, 2 Bedroom..*
S. 8th St. Call 753-3311.
-For safe by owner, StX filOfft
brick house. •2 bedrooms,
garage, on 'corner lot,
78x187', In quiet residential neighborhood.
Walking distance to shopping center. Call 753-1276.

1979 CHEVETTE
four door
laced, one owner
PURDOM
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC
1406W. Maln
7S3-531S

50. Used Trucks
Surplus Jeeps, Cars, and
Trucks. Many sell under
$200. Call 312-742-1143,
Ext. 2641 for info. on how
to purchase.

51. Campers
1977 Rockwood Popup
camper, sleeps 8,Call
753-9823 after 5 pm.

52. Boats and
Boat Motors
15 ft Monark, semi-V, with
33 hp Evinrude motor and
trailer. $1000. Call 4362685.
1969, 14 ft Fishing boat
and trailer, 18 hp Evinrude
motor like new. $650. Call
753-9957 or 753-0751
after 6 pm.

52.Boats and Motors FJ:-----OfUoW 53.Swim Offend
1977 16 ft. Glastron XL AAA CUSTOM MADE Dale Spenser's portable
Sportster boat. 1979 85 CABINETS, bookcases sand blasting and painting
h.p. Johnson motor, power music centers
etc Call 753-5198 or 753-6626
tilt and trim; drive-on Reasonable
436-2566
Need work on your trees?
trailer. SHARP. 753-9349.
Topping, pruning, shaping,
1978 Manaray 21' jet boat Asphalt driveways and complete removal and
parking lots sealed by more. Call BOYER'S TREE
436-5356
Sears.
For free estimates SERVICE for professional
24 ft Cruiser, 1965 model,
tree care. 753-8536.
V-6 Buick OMC stern drive call 753-2310.
Boat and motor in good Concrete and block, brick Painting and Decorating
condition. Can be seen at work Basements, drive- Interior and Exterior. 10
Sportsman Marina. Ideal ways, storm cellars, por- years experience. I take the
fun or fishing boat. For ches. 20 years experience time to do the job right
complete details call 1-812- 753-5476.
Call 759-1692.
882-8303.
Electrical, plumbing, and Professional paperhanging,
79 Bass tracker 3, tourna- painting, new and old painting, farm buildings
ment rigged, stainless steel Repairing and emergency top. sides. Commercial or
prop. New boat cover. work Twenty years ex- residential. Call Tremon
perience, guaranteed. Free Farris, 759-1987.
$3400. Call 247-9689.
For sale: Bass tracker, fully estimates. Call 753-9673
Warning! Don't read this
Fence sales at Sears now. unless you're in need of
rigged. 474-2765.
Call Sears, 753-2310 for roofing, carpentry, or elec53. Services Offered free
estimate for your trical work. New or repair
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING needs.
All guaranteed. Call Joe,
or vinyl siding and trim.
753-9226 for free estimate.
Guttering
by
Sears,
Sears
Aluminum trim for brick
continuous gutters installed Wet basement? We make
houses. Jack Glover, 753- per your specifications. Call
wet basements dry. work
1873.
Sears 753-2310 for free completely guarenteed. Call
GENERAL HOME REPAIR. estimate.
or write Morgan Construc15 years experience carpen- Heating, refrigeration, and tion Co., Route 2, Box
try, concrete, plumbing,
electrical repair. Bob's 409A, Paducah, KY 42001.
roofing, siding, things Refrigeration Service, or call day or night,
around the home. Free Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or 1-442-7026.
estimates! No job too small. 753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.
Will haul driveway white
Call days 474-2359, 474JOHN LANE'S SEPTIC TANK rock and Ag lime, also have
2276 evenings.
CLEANING. 24 hour service, - any type of brown or white
K & K Stump Removal. Do also instalation of septic. pea gravel. Also do backhoe
you need stumps removed tanks and backhoe work. - work. Call Roger Hudson,
. from your yard or land
753-4545 or 753-6763.
cleared of stumps? We can Call 753-8669 or 436-5348.
Will
sharpen hand saws and
Johnson's
Electric.
Comremove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving mercial and residential skill saws. 753-4656.
only sawdust and chips. wiring, gas installed and Yard Mewing. Most city lots
Call for free estimate, Bob repairing. 753-7203.
$6.00. Also weeding. Call
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
.Cletning., Clean. 753-3058 before 9 am.
KeMPTIr. 4354319:- odor free carpet; looks 759-1675 after 2 p.m.
MITCHttt- BLACKTOPP I NG . better and lasts longer. 56. Free Column
Commercial and residtn- Don't settle for surfaceFree. .Special black cat
tial. Also patching, sealing. cleaning. Insist on steam
with
special needs. Call
and striping. For estimates cleaninit and get all the.
dirt. Call Jeffs Carpet - 753-8096
*Call 753-1537.
Experienced, re- 57. Wanted
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS Cleaning.
liable. 753,9826. .
underpinning, roof's sealed,
patio awnings, and house
WANTED
11100f11111
type roofs for mobile
Experienced ovaseager
Ihellt4p / Shisiples
homes. 753-1873, lack Refeeestem. AN work
for Auto Parts. Seed
Glover.
Ia varaat••il. Fr•e
rums to P.O. Box
Inmates.
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. In;
10406, Murray, Ken'Call 759-1539.,
stalling tie downs, undertucky 42071.
7534581
pinning. roofing, Installing doors and windows. Also
build porches and patios. -Call 753-6973
Free HOUSE FOR RENT
estimates! No lob too'
Three
bedroom brick, two baths, formal living
small!
and dining rooms. Den with fireplace. Central
APPLIANCE SERVICE:
heat and air. Double garage with outbuildings.
Kenmore.
Whirlpool,
House has over 2600 sq. ft., is in excellent conWestinghouse. Experiencedindependent service. Bobby-- dition and location. Long term lease. Available
August 1 5th.
Hopper, 753-4872.
Call Street Realty
Air-conditioners, dryers,
washers, and freezers
753-0186
repaired. Call 759-1322.
Air-conditioning and Well
Pump Repair. Electrical
FOR RENT
Work, New or Repair. Call
753-9856 or after 5 P.M.
WITH OPTION TO BUY
753-8526.
FORMERLY SHIRLEY FLORIST &
All of your- plumbing and
GARDEN CENTER
air-conditioning needs. Also
do . carpentry, painting,
500 N. 4th St.
roofing, and concrete. All
Will
rent
all,
or
part,
as is. You remodel to suit,
work done to satisfaction.
-suitable for one, two or three businesses, or an
753-9822.
apartment and business. Large parking lot. Phone
Aluminum Service -to.,
' or write:
aluminum and vinyl.
Edgar Shirley
siding, custom trim:
207 Nebraska Ct.
work. References. Call
New Port Richey, Fla. 33552
Will Ed Bailey, 753Phone(813)848-0519
0689.
a

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911
.

MS011-

Control

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week

Police

Phone 753-5351/753-5352

911

1IMNEY.- DOCTOR
7.atinutev Sweep Service
All Types Chimneys
Cleaning end Repair
Night
492-8983
Day
753 4150

4T Motorcycles
1977 Harley Davidson,
Super Glide, 13000 miles.
Excellent condition. Call
1-901-642-2777.
1977 Kawaski 100 for sale
S115. Call 759-1866 ask for
Mark.
1978 XS 400 Yamaha, low
mileage, extra nice. Call
753-4548 after 5 P.M.

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

753-751
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Alenslior mut 101014
-W
Oistoil
work. Nolaroacis.
Will Ed Balky,
753-0689.

753-5131

Professionals
manicure your lawn.
Cominorciol waif
Residential lam*coping wed his
--emrintonsom.
:Pao*
, led
Preset
yes/.
ser vice, Free
Lot

Calloway countrhair Squall

753-6952 le'hmefts436-2333

_

Company
lading and Air Con
dishaiwg Sales; Sees
end Service. Modern
Street Metal & Service
Departments

753-9290

Landscaping

'"
ii veninneaseminelliallannOMMIllanewaliserierintleoww"
.
"`•

FY AVAILABLE

_

toyd A. McClure

225 L. P. Miller St. (Across free teatmanity Center)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
0!winlioure
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

Quality Service

Co.

MUNN MIMIC
moms a CUMIN
1111101111/1111K11111
*CETUS DORT FURNITURE

GENERAL
HOME
REPAIR
I S mars experimme; carpentry, cements, plassaisa,
miefba, siding, *bye
ereind the hose. N. leo
see mil hoe milmmoser

•CIISTRN SORT INTONE
CAMPS

753-511401212 AIM

474-1359
Mops
474-2276
Plights

•

•
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More Than 300 Baptists At
Retreat Get Food Poisoning

Lynne W. Jennings Professor's Mother Funeral Services
Set For Mother Of
Dies In Nashville Dies In Mayfield
Fannie Dodds Elder, Local Woman
At Age Of 28
mother of Murray State
Mrs. Lynne Walker Jennings, 28, of Lebanon, Tenn.,
died at 4:50 p.m. Sunday at
Vanderbilt Hospital in
Nashville.
•
Mrs. Jennings, who was
born March 7, 1953, in Memphis, was a schoolteacher.
She was a 1975 graduate of
Murray State University and
a member of Alpha Omicron
Pi social sorority.
She is survived by her husband, Frank Jennings, and
daughter, Jennifer, of
Lebanon; parents, T. 0. and
Minnie Lee Churchill
Walker, Brentwood, Tenn.;
sister, Martha Ann Page,
Nashville; two brothers,
Tommy L. Walker, Murray,
and Ronnie Walker, Brentwood; and a grandmother,
Mrs. Ronald W. Churchill,
Murray.
Funeral servicea will be at
11 a.m. Tuesday at the
Brentwood United Methodist
Church with burial in the Mt.
Juliet Cemetery in Mt.
Juliet, Tenn.
Friends may call after
2:30 p.m. today at the Martin's and Bracey-Welsh
Funeral Home, 209 Louise
Ave., Nashville. The body
will lie in state at the church
from 9 a.m. until the funeral
hour Tuesday.

University professor Dr.
Harvey Lynn Elder, died
Saturday morning at the
Community Hospital in
Mayfield.She was 76.
A resident of Pryorsburg,
Mrs. Elder is also survived
by four sisters: Mrs. Mary
Pryor, Mrs. Zilpah Saxon,
Mrs. WillieG. Longmire and
Miss Johnnie Scholes.
Memorial services will be
held at 2:30 p.m. at the
Pryorsburg Church of Christ
with John Dale, Jerry
Mayes, James Shockley,
Alonzo Williams and Charles
Howser performing the services.
Friends may call at the
residence on Beauregard
Hill in Pryorsburg. Arrangements are being made
by the Roberts Funeral
Home in Mayfield.

Mrs. Merrie Virginia
McIntosh of Mayfield,
mother of Mrs. Lenora Ann
Roberts of Murray, died at
3:10 p.m. Sunday at the
Mayfield Community
Hospital.
Mrs. McIntosh, 69, was a
resident of 228 North 8th St.,
Mayfield.
In addition to Mrs.
Roberts, two grandchildren
survive.
Funeral services will be at
10:30 a.m. Tuesday at the
Byrn Funeral Home in
Mayfield with burial in the
Maplewood Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m. today.

Stock Market

THANKS - Ronny Poole, president of the Kentucky
State Association of Practical Nurses, gives Mike
Garland, Explorer Post 803-111(1-MAST coordinator, a
check for $25.

r

Funeral Services
Held Sunday-Fir
-Eunice Lawrence

HOPXINSVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - A former
Hopkinsville city policeman
running on the Democratic
ticket in Christian County
+5.14
38 +3
/
4 could be the state's first
American Motors
3% unc black sheriff, according to
Ashland
343
/
4 +½
American Telephone
553
/
4 +% the Kentucky Human Rights
Chrysler
6% I/0C Commission.
Ford Motor
n -/
3
4
Bill Dillard, 42, received
G.A.F.
1218 unc
General Dynamic ..........39%
more than 5,000 votes in the
General Meters
49 +3
/
4
four-man primary in May
General Ilia
-X% -%
Goodrich................+3
/
4 and won the nomination by
Goodyear —
18/
3
4 unc
127 votes.
Gulf Oil
37% +1
Heublien
31% unc
Unless there is a write-in
I.B.M
55% +%
candidate for sheriff, he will
Jerk°
2711B
Krnart
19% +% remain unopposed in the
Kuhn's Big K
—...3% +3
/
4 November general election
Penwalt
20/
3
4 +/
3
4
Quaker Oats
and will automatically win
Texaco
,
the office.
U.S.Tabsoco-Wendy's
The former star athlete at
old Attacks High School in
CEF Fund
17.62
Hopkinsville says that
"public reaction to my election has been real nice."
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(API — USDA —
"People seem to be glad I
Cattle 1700; slaughter steers and
won;
I get congratulations
heifers uneven, 50 higher; cows
strong ; bulls steady: slaughter calves all the time. I guess the full
and vealers steady; feeders not fully impact of winning hasn't hit
tested;
Slaughter steers choice 950-1125 lb me yet," he said.
64.00-67.80; mixed good and rhoice 775Dillard served as deputy
Prices of stock of local Interest at
11 am., CDT, today, fursitied to the
Ledger & Times by First Si Michigan,
Corp., of Murray,are as taws:

Livestock Market

1100 lb 61.5044.00: good 800-1265 lb
52.00-61.50;
Slaughter heifers choice 825-960 lb
61.0063.80; 860 lb 58.20; good 850-900 lb
55.0049.00;
Slaughter cows commercial 44.0046.50; utility 40.50-45.000 high dressing
45.50-47.50; cutter 38.00-42.75; canner
and cutter under 800 lb 35.0038.50;
shelly canner 30.00;
Slaughter bulls 12004850 lb 34.5055.50; 1-21000.1400 lb 52.0045.00;
Slaughter calves and vealers choke
200-300 lb vealers 56.5042.00; choke
300425 lb calves 52.00-58.00; feeder
steers 200-300 lb 61.50-66.50; 300-500 lb
61.00-66.40; 415 lb 66.40; 535-660 lb
59.0063.00; 700-970 lb 54.50-61.00; 300.
500 lb 53.00-61 00; 500-700 lb 50.00-60.00;
holsteins 400-685 lb 43.75-52.50; 700-820
lb 51.50-53.00; bulls 350-600 lb 51 0059.50; 360-550 lb 43.00-49.50; heifers 390
lb 55.25; 400-535 lb 52.0048.00; 1-2 400650 lb 51.00-53.00; 400-600 lb 42.50-51.00;
600.790 lb 40.00-50.00;
Hogs 900; barrows and gilts 50-75
higher; 1-2 210-235 lb 51.00-51.30; 204
260 lb 50.50.51.00; 2-3 215-250 lb 49.5050.50; 285 lb 48.50; 314 lb 46.00; 396 lb
44.80; sows poorly tested; steady; 1-2
450-500 lb 44.0045.00; soo•sas lb 45.00.
45.75; boars over 300 lb 38.00-38.25;
Sheep untested.

BLACK MOUNTAIN, N.C.
(AP) - More than 300 people, including some Kentuckians, were felled by food
poisoning Saturday night at
a Baptist conference banquet.
There were 160 Kentucky
Baptists among the 1,600 to
1,700 at the Ridgecrest Baptist Conference Center for
the one-week course on how
to be Sunday school
teachers.
After a meal of baked
ham, candied yams and
green peas, a total of 308 in
attendance had to be taken

to hospitals for treatment of
food poisoning.
All of those taken to
hospitals, including 62 who
were admitted, were
reported well on the road to
recovery Sunday.
Among Kentuckians attending the meeting were 18
members of Parkland Baptist Church in Louisville, six
of whom were among those
taken to hospitals. The six
had chosen ham over beef as
their entree.
Some of the victims of the
food poisoning were found to
have eaten beef instead of

Black Former Hopkinsville Cop
May Be Christian County Sheriff

Services Held For
Local Woman's Father zirdt/ucterkg•

Giuseppi Fricia of Detroit,
father of Mrs. Robert
(Frances) ROSS of Murray,
died July 20 in Detroit.
Fricia, 85, was a charter
member of the Pro Augusta
Society and a member of the
Catholic Chuich. He was
born in Italy and moved to
the United States as a youth.
He was a World War
veteran of the US.Navy.
Survivors, in addition to
-Mrs. Ross,sireids wife, Mrs.
Maria Fricia, Detroit; two
other daughters, Mrs. SarahConsorti, California, and
Funeral services for Mrs. Mrs. Connie Oliver,
Dolphus (Eunice Lassiter) Washington, Mich.; a son,
Lawrence of Sedalia Route 1 Joe Fricia, Port Huron,
were held Sunday at the Mich; a sister of Italy; 19
chapel of the Max Churchill grandchildren; and nine
Funeral Home. She was 81 peat-grandchildren.
years of age.
Local grandchildren inPresiding over the clude Mrs. Dickie (Nancy)
ceremony were the Rev. Schroeder, Almo; Joe Ross,
Howard Copeland Jr. and Murray; Anne, Rose-Marie,
the Rev. Tommy Grubbs. Connie Sue, Pat Keith, Bob,
Noah Canter led the singers Tim, Tommy and Michael
from the Lynn Grove Baptist John Ross, Dexter. Four of
Church,and Edith Warren the great-grandchildren are
local.
played the piano.
Funeral services were
Pallbearers were Ancle
Mathis, Bill Wheeler, Coy held Thursday at the
Dublin, Marshall Poyner, Calcaterra Funeral Home in
Henry A. Burton and Jerry Detroit with burial in the
Resurrection Cemetery.
Griffith.
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Tennessee firm
Awarded Contract
For Penny Blanks

ham, however, and investigators were also taking
a look at the cake served
with the meal.
•
Doctors said they were ruling out botulism as the cause
of the outbreak. It was
believed the poisoning was
caused by either a
staphylococcus infection or
salmonella bacterial infection, doctors said.
Laboratory tests began
Sunday, but officials said it
would be 24 to 48 hours
before results of the tests
would be known.
"They were lying on
gurneys,. lying on the floor, i
lying in the hall and on two
chairs put together," said
Parkland's pastor, Dr.
James Rennell.
The emergency rooms
"were covered," Rennell I.
said and at one point 120 patients crammed into the
emergency room of Mission
Memorial Hospital at
Asheville, about 15 miles
west of the center.
Rennell noted, however,
that by 3 or 4 a.m. people
who had been to hospitals
were being brought back to
Ridgecrest "by the bus
load."
A general disaster was
declared and all available
doctors were called to
hospitals.

/
2-inch barrel. But he togmery County, Tenn., just
sheriff before taking a leave with a 61
of absence early in the year said he has never fired a shot south of Hopkinsville.
to campaign. His opponents in anger and doesn't plan to
Dillard became a
included two good friends - ever fire another warning Hopkinsville city policemen
Deputy Bill Ezell and former shot unless he has to.
in 1975 and completed 408
"I fired one once, to warn hours of Kentucky lawKentucky State Trooper
a karate expert who was enforcement training at
Tommy Simpson.
"We all ran a clean cam- coming at me with numb- Eastern Kentucky Universipaign ... Maybe just a little chucks (two sticks linked by ty as part of his job.
mudslinging," said Dillard. a chain)," he said. The bullet
After working as a city
He said being sheriff will ricocheted and grazed a lit- policeman three years, he
be a challenge because of the tle girl 300 feet away.
decided to return to the
"That'll never happen sheriff's department, where
responsibility.
"I am not taking the job as again," he said.
he has worked ever since.
a black sheriff," he said.
Although he won a football
"I'm taking it as a man who scholarship at Kentucky
got elected, and I'll do all I 'State, Dillard reinjured a
can for all of the people."
knee he had hurt playing
Dillard said he expects football and basketball in
some people won't like him-. high school and remained in
"because lots of people look college only a short time,
down earn la,wmari." He sai4Eutile home to c,
he is convinced that being Hopkinsville in 1957 to work
black "won't be the problem at Western State Hospital as
because I have been a city a counselor in a maxiniumpoliceman and a deputy."
security ward of the mental
The prospective sheriff hospital, and later worked
plans a strong anti-drug pro- 2/
1
2 years at the old Camp
11111.411 SNOPP1116
gram as part of his new job, Breckinridge Job Corps
which would begin at mid- Center in Morganfield as a
night, Dec.31.
youth counselor.
He started working as
He said hoodlums, inKEEP THAT GREAT
cluding the drug pushers, deputy sheriff in Christian
-GM FEELING WITH
County in 1968, but left to
—GENUINE GM PARTS.
"know I mean business."
Dillird carries the largest take a sales job in 1972. He
revolver ever made - a .44 later became an undercover
caliber Smith and Wesson agent in drug control in Mon-
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WASHINGTON (AP)813.7 nilllitIn federal mntrect
has been awarded to a Tennessee firm for 21 million
pounds of copper-plated zinc
penny blanks to be used in
curthe production of new, LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)- employees there are
rently
40
to
50
percent
lower
Standard
by
the
decision
A
lighter once-cent pieces,
Gravure Corp. to build a new than those called for under
1980 Citation
US.Mint officials say.
Standard Gravure contracts
•
The Ball Corp. of printing plant in Mor4
Door,
brown,
light brown interior, power steering,
with its employees in
Greeneville, Tenn., is to ristown, Tenn., has been
power brakes, air conditioned, AM-FM radio. Rally
Louisville.
Gov.
by
criticized
begin delivery this fall of the sharply
wheels. I 3xxx miles.
William E. Bockman,
blanks which later will be John Y.Brown Jr.
general
president
and
disappointed,"
$6,277.00
stamped into coins, the of- "I'm really
Brown said during a public- manager of Standard
ficials said.
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
comment,
The new coins will virtual- affairs program broadcast Gravure, declined
Bingham
Jr.,
and
Barry
753-2617
641 South, Murray
WAVE-TV
on
night
Saturday
ly reverse the present compublisher of the
editor
and
Louisville.
in
position of one-cent pieces.
newspapers, could not be
They will consist of 97.6 per- Standard Gravure is ownfor comment over
reached
Courier"Conti:moult ramify Service Sliess-1886"
The
the
ed
by
OINUAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION.
cent zinc and 2.4 percent copthe
weekend.
per in contrast to the present Journal and Lopisville
Co., a familyFederal-State Market News Service coins which are 95 percent Times
July 27, 19111
controlled enterprise that
cooper and 5 percent zinc.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
AA-Churchill, Ronald Churchill, and now, grandson.
Treasury Department of- also owns the The CourierReport Includes 6 Buying Stations
Tommy Walker hove provided a total of 95 years of
Receipts: Act. 611 Est. 600 Harrows & ficials have said the switch is Journal and The Louisville
Gilts .76-1.00 higher Sows .50-1.00
family service. This allows the J.H. Churchill Funeral
being made because zinc Times.
higher some 2.00 higher
US 1-2210240 lbs.
Home to arrange dignified reliable services in your
Brown said because the
949.75-50.25 costs much less than copper.
US 1-2 200-240 Ito
948.75-49.00
newspapers have been a
time of need.
two
The
contracts
say the Ball
US 2 210-250 lbs
$49.25-49.75
US 2-3 240-260 lbs.
648.25-49.25 Corp. will deliver 10.4 "major influence" in the
US 2-4 250-270 lbs.
million pounds of blanks to area for years, he said he
Sows
US 1-2 270-35011n
$39.00-40.00
West
Point, N.Y., and 10.4 just "can't imagine" the
US 1-3 300.450 lbs
139.00-41.00
million pounds to the US. decision to build outside
US 1-3450-500 lbs.
841.0043.50
US 1-3 500-650 lbs.
$43.50-44.50
Assay Office in San Fran- Kentucky.
some 45 00
He said he hoped Standard
leasuly Walkse-Ovnier
7S3-2411
241 S. 3rd
cisco beginning in November
US 2-3300-500 lbs
1138.00-39.00
Boars 32.00-34.00
would "reverse its
Gravure
to be stamped into official
decision."
coins.
The company, which
Coins with the present
composition still will be pro- prints Sunday magazines for
duced along with the new The Courier-Journal and
ones through 1982 as the Mint other newspapers, announcgradually makes the change- ed this month that construction would begin soon
over.
Chances are you can get more
The new coins are to ap- on a 65,000-square-foot, oneinsurance protection for your auto
pear identical to the present story building on 15 acres in
and home insurance dollar with
PCP-Personal Comprehensive
coins but weigh 19 percent a Morristown industrial
park.
Protection-the special insurance
less,officials Said.
The plant, Which will cog
policy from The Continental
Insurance Companies
;13.5 million, is scheduled to
employ 45 to 50 people when
PCP gives you comprehensive
it becomes fully operational
coverage for your home,car, perin late 1982 or early 1983.
sonal property and liability in a
—
—
—
The Louisville plant,
single convenient policy. You get a
Ky.
(AP)
SPRING,
BIG
liability-on
700
limit
for
about
single,
high
employs
which
Godfather's Pizza has a real deal
claims arising from your home or
An argument between two people, will not be affected.
for lunch. Our incredible 6" Mini
car ownership or your personal
brothers near Big Spring has
George N. Gill, vice chairPizza, a trip to our salad bar,and
activities. You get a single, high
resulted in the death of one man of the board of Standard
limit on losses to your home,
of
charge
a soft drink all for $2.99. If you
and
a
of the men
Gravure, said when the angarage and household furnishings.
against
murder
first-degree
that
made
was
nouncement
think one of our mini pizzas isn't
You get automatic inflation coverthe other, according to Ken- the company had looked for
today. It's convenient. It's complete
enough for lunch, you've never
age for your home-to keep up
tucky State Police.
because
a site in Tennessee
And, it offers Options to meet your
with hsing rebuilding costs. You get
had a Godfather's Pizza.
William H. Carwile, 49, of it is a so-called right-to-work
special needs.
full replacement cost protectionBig Spring, was placed in the state.
with no depreciation-for your
So, if you own a home and a
Hardin County Jail and
Wages paid to printing
home,and in most cases,for your
find
out how PCP can give you
car,
charged in connection with
persontl property.
more pittection for your insurance
the fatal shooting of his
dollar. Stop in and see us, or give
We believe PCP is one of the
brother with a 22-caliber rius a call today.
best insurance values available
fle.
Charles D. Carwile, 47,
Anyone having a bfithclay
also of Big Spring, was dead
on arrival at Breckinridge in July should check his
Memorial Hospital in Hap. driver's license to see if this
206 Main,Muryalt.
,
leaIt expires, accerReOresenting
Meting after the Friday in- is
*. 753-3415
ding to Alm P. Wilson, &Morray,Ky. cident, police reported.
Hwy. 6411
court
clerk:
mit
occurred
on
The incident
Licenses may be renewed
0
wbochanips ot The Continental Corporation
the Grand View Church
the clerk's office on the sein
in
Read south of Big Spring
corid floor of the courthouse.
Hardin Cotasty.
nil
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